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weather Almost too Cold
---TO THINK OF
Spring Goods,
But we want it thoroughly unden_tood that we are making great pre-
parations for the ccming seas'on. We will commence to open our
Spting Stock about February 1st, and will be able to
Show About February 20th,
the most complete line of Spring Goods ever brought to
this section of the country. Our buyers are now in the market and
from the amount of goods they write they have purchased, it
will tax our spacious quarters to put them on sale. Remember
we were not in business last Spring, consequently have
No Last Year's Shoplorn, OM Stylos On Hang.
Everything, bright, New, Clean and the very Latest Styles.
Our Extraordinary Advantages in Buying
Enable us to sell for less money than other merchants. Everybody who
has Dry Goods to buy this Spring should call on Bassett & Co., and
inspect their mammoth stock before making purchases. We
start in the New Year with the determination to do the
largest retail business in Southern Kentucky.
How do We Propose to do It:
1st. By carrying the largest stock.
2d. By showing the greatest variety.
3d. By handling more novelties than other houses.
4th. By selling for cash.
5th. By marking all goods in plain figures.
6th. By having strictly one price.
7th. By guaranteeing everything we sell.
8th. By refunding money if customers are not satisfied with
purchases.
9th. By treating customers politely whether they are looking
or buying.
10th. By saving customers money on every dollar's worth of
Dry Goods they buy.
We mean Every word we Say
and stand ready and willing to prove every word of the above, if you
will call at Bassett & Co's.,
Wreckers of High Prices.
What Winter Clocds we have left are being sold at about half our
priginal price, and you well know that our original prices were 26 per
sent. lower that other people asked for same goods.
You cannot spend an hour more profitably anywhere than at
Bassett & Co.,
No. 4, North Main Street, HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
They Must Go!
This is our great Semi-annual
Sale---a closing sale of Winter Goods
of all descriptions. The holidays
over we settle down to regular
business, commencing 1888 with
better values than ever. We must
make room for our immense Spring
stock
Do you want
coat? Buy
Do you want
coat? Buy
Do you want
coat? Buy
Do yr.0 want
coat? Buy
Buy the best
Buy the best
Buy the best
the best $1.50 Over-
at rye & Walton's
the be t $2 00 Over-
at Pye & Walton's.
the b ,st $3.00 Over-
at Pye & Walton's.
the Des $5.00 Over-
at Pye & Walton's.
$2.00 Trousers at
Pye & Walton's.
$5.00 Men's Suits at
Pye & Walton's.
$6.00 Men's Suits at
Pye & Walton's.
Our constantly increasing trade is
easily fl ccounted for by the fact that
we sell thoroughly reliable goods at
reasonable prices. We are always
glad to show our goods and it will
pay you to investigate us before you
buy. Call and see us.
PYE &WALTON
Hopkinsville, Ky.
2 Doors From Bank of Hopkinsville.
ETHER CERCHMAI
Richmond, Va.
Established 1834.
This paper has been published for tifty-three
rears, and is the oldest Itpiscopal caper in the
United States It publishes all important
church news, domestic and foreign: it tins
many interesting correspondents. and gives
special attention to the 'entertainment and im-
provement of old and young in the family cir-
cle It otsposep Itomanism, and all innovations
foreign to he doctrine of the religion of slams
Christ, as this church has received the same.
Price Reduced to Two Dollars a Year.
There Is no paper of thIsChnrch better adapt
au te all the member, of the fatally. Try it ra•
Gombinrd With Great Retracting Power.
THEY ACE •M THANE AAAAAA AND COLORLESS
AM LiOnT ITSELF,
And for softness of endurance to the eye cannot
be excelled, enabling the svearer to read for
hours without fatigue. In fact, they are
PERFECT SIGHT PliEsEnvEllte.
Testimonials from the leading physicians IP
the rotted Stat-s can be given who had their
sight improved by their use.
ALL EYES FITTED,
And the Fit Guaranteed by
H. B. GARNER,
Hopkinsville, Ky.
These glasses are not supplied to peddlers at
any prier A. IL. HAWN.
Wholesale Depots fulAtiV.
3ES9L-9113:30Ia
Female College
HopkInsville, Ky.
The Fall Term will open on lIONDAT, AU-
GUST St, '57. An experienced faculty, thor-
ough,instruction and terms as heretotOn. /or
other information call on or address
.1. W. 1111011T,
Itepklairvill Iv
CONDENSED NEWS.
Owensboro la to have a Mardi Ores
Pr'wel'he4gbiacji ik of Timswilk•, Ill., was robbed
of $8,000 Iliureday morning.
The Courirr-Journal ha at resumed its
usual eightemoletnn form.
The sale of Booth-Barrett ticketa at
Memphis Monday netted $6,000.
At Wellville, 0 , a man was killed
and eaten by hogs on last Seto-day.
Sankey is going to Louisville to as-
sist Moody in his meetings at that place.
Two men were ground up in a glass
grinding machine at Butler, Pa., Fri-
day. • •
The courthouse at Mobile, Al.., was
destroyed by fire Sltdriiay. Loss, $50,-
000.
"Grandma" GMfield, mother of the
late President .Garfild, died Friday
morning.
City Court Clerk Ition, of Birniing-
ham. Ala., has defeulted to the amount
of $20,000.
Dr. J. H. Curets has been nominated
by the president/he ereatumeter of Nash-
ville, Tenn.
A branch of the Tennessee Confeder-
ate Association will be organized at
Clarksville.
James E. Nowlin, an eighteen-year-
old boy, was hanged Saturday in Boston
for murder.
The east wing of the Holyoke, Mass.,
envelope factory burned Friday night.
Loss, $325,000.
The United States ouprente court has
decided that Maxwell, of trunk mystery
fame, shall bang.
Tee, convicts who escape.] from the
Eddyville prison were captured at Pa-
ducah Thursday.
Frank Smith. wife &MI four children
were burned to death in a house at Li-
ma, 0., Thursday.
A stable at Biletingham, Ala., con-
taining 200 horses and mules burned
Saturday moreing.
The recent blizztel is said to have
caused the death of 20,000 sheep in five
counties in Texas.
M. & E. Solomon, New York, tobacco
dealer'', have assigned. Liabilities, $350,-
000; assets, $250,000.
By time explosion of a saw-mill boiler
at Camp Pleasant, near Frankfort, Ky.,
two men were killed.
At 1.1 o'clock Monday night a lire
broke out In Philadelphia, and the loss
is estimated at $1,500,000.
The building oteeipled by A. W. Mt:-
Cloy & Co., Pittsburg, Pa., was burned
Saturday. Loom $100,000.
Dan Driscoll, one of New York's
most notorious critninala, was hanged
Monday morning for murder.
Gov. Buckner has signed the bill pro-
viding for a second vote on the consti-
tutional convention question.
The resolution confirming the title of
Mr. Carlisle to his seat was adopted
Monday by a Vote of 164 to 7.
The grand (*outwit and grand chapter
Royal Arch Masons of Tennessee are in
easiot) in Nashville this week.
Kirtz, Blanche/a Co., New York,
dealers in bags, made an assignment
Saturday. Liabilities, $113,000.
The wife of Wut. Curd, living near
Murray, Ky., took a doge of rough oil
rats through mistake Thursday and died.
It is estimated that Mrs. Hendricks,
the Philadelphia "lady banker," swin-
dled her patrons out of at least $100,000.
The millinery eattabliehment of Ridley
& Porter, Louisville, was damaged by
fire to the extent of $6,CO0 Sunday morn-
hug.
Thieves secured $2,000 worth of dia-
monds and jewelry from the residence
of henry A. Blair, Chicago, Thursday
tight.
Henry le atterson was among the
speakers at the dinner given by the Tar-
iff Reform club at New York Saturday
evening.
John Browlee was burned to death
in lies stable at Clyde, Kan., the fire
being caused by his overturning the
stove while drunk.
At English, Ind., a bloody battle was
fought bete evil Bill Moore mid Bert
Brawn, resulting iii the death ot both.
No cause le known.
Wm, hi unint k, a wealthy PIttelturg
citizen, was fleeced out of $10,000
day by Isitneo mese Time "lottery"
game was practiced,
The list of the blistartl'e has
footeml up 217 and the list of misting
Is yet large. Fatalities continue to be
reported every day.
Mr. Carlisle, under instruction front
his physician, has canceled his engage-
ments to speak iii Atlanta and Macon
the 231 and 24th lust.
George Harris, Americus, Gs , aged
seventy, secured a divorce flow his wife
Met Saturday and married a young lady
at Macon the same day.
The safe in the jewelry house of Ben
Phillips. North Jackson, Ohio, was
blown oven Saturday night and $3,000
worth of diamonds taken.
Squire Jones, living near Mt. Ver-
non, Ky., and a brakemen on the L &
N. road, was rumi -over by his train at
Rockhold Saturtley end killed.
Simon Higdon and Frank Martin got
Into a row over a young lady at the
home of Mrs. Wardburger, and the for-
mer was shot dead. No emu.
An accident on time Salem braoch of
time Delaware & Hudson railroad, near
Salem, New York, fatally injured four
Anti seriously injured sixteen men.
A Scotch miner working in the Pratt
Mines near Birmingham, Ala., was
crushed into a shapeless mass by a stone
weighing 3,000 pounds falling upon
him.
Prof. Nethan Sheppard, of Saratoga,
died of appopiexy Wednesday while
conversing with an official in the post
office. He was knowteas a lecturer and
author.
A passenger train near Marysville,
Kan., jumped time track Saturday and
roiled over a fifteen foot embatikment,
injuring every passenger on board, four
seriously.
Advices from China state that 4,000
workmen while building a levee to stern
the floods were engulfed by sudden rush
of water in the bang Ho river and
drowned.
James Star and Wm. Vinson, of (7at-
letteburg, Ky., got Into a quarrel over
a girl, In which Vinson had his head
cut off with an axe in the hands of hie
opponent.
Mr. Chase Young, the cetifidential
book-keeper of the Michigan Carbon
Works, Detroit, has been arrested on
the charge of stealing $75,000 of the com-
pany's money.
Two fartnere living near Little Rock,
I Ark , while dividing their land between
i a son and daughter engsged in a gear-
rel mid fought it out with bowie-knives.
Both are dead.
Viscount Dad Novel-toe minister from
Portugal, died at his residence ill Wash-
ington City -Fuesday morning. He has
been minister to this country for the
put ten years.
An old frame boarding-house at Tow-
er, Miele, burned Saturday night and
ten tuen erished iri the flames. The
thermometer stood at 56 degrees below
zero at the time.
%%' idle attempting to eject squatters in
California from a claim tiley had jnmped
the slieriti and poese were almost atm'.
'dieted. Two people were killed and
several wounded.
An old colored women in Louisville
was burned to death Sunday. Site was
restyling near the flre'*e arming when
her skirte took fire burning her to death
before help arrived. -
A futtetal procession of G. A. R. vet-
terans was stotesed by the police in
New York City Monday and the officers
arrested for parading without permit
from the authorities.
Wm. W. Cotton, while engaged in
watching coal, mar the freight depot in
Danville Thursday night, was aerassi-
'listed, some one thoothig him with a
shot gun. Ile has had trouble with coal
thieves.
Edward Coffey, the murderer of po-
liceman Eva' le Pittsburg, Pa , cut iliA
throat it ith a pi tee ti I ie Thu radey . Ile
was sentenced to Imeg and the board of
pardons lied refused to commute his
seuteece.
Mean forty people barely escaped be-
log burnt tl to death in a Chicago tene-
ment bouse. No time wee bad to dress
and many ladles were carried out by
firemen in sum uncoeecioue condition.
Loss, $50,000.
Time house has passed a bill providing
for a court of cemmon pleas for Citric-
thin county, the judge of which shall
receive it salary of $1,200 per annum,
one-half of which shall be paid by the
county, the remainder by the state.
Four young men out on time ice for a
frolic on the lake at Chicago came near
losing their lives Monday. Tee ice
pined from time shore and drifted *Nay
out into the lake. Before they were ref,
cued they came near fretaing to death.
In Union county, Tenn., Wm. mid
Brownlow Letigerwood and Jim and
Andy Celdwell were arrated on one
shirr In a tight it ith the four Allor broth-
ers. Two of the Allure were fatally In-
jured and the other two received bed
wounds.
The war in Stone county, Mo., be-
tween the Terrys atimi vigilantes threat-
ens to break out &heel'. The vigi-
lantes, 105 strong, are all heavily armed
and are determined to drive the Terry
faction from out time comity. A bloody
battle is ininiinent.
A dispatch frorn Evansville, Intl.,
etatee that Miele Iezzle Elder, a daugh-
ter of one of the most rominetit citizsne
of Hardinsburg, Ky., anti who recently
eloped ith a negro barber, has bete
arrested at Mt. 'Vernon, where, she was
tracked by detective& She has been
taken home and her dusky paramour
has departed for othei
Mr. Eugene Couch, well known
young nmeni of Atlanta, Ga., swallowed
an ounce and a half of laudanum Fri-
day. It is asserted that lie had been
unduly influenced to marry an objec-
tionable woman and sought to commit
suicide to hide his mortification. He
was a bridegroom of but thirty-six
hours. Ile it lil recover.
In Yadkin county, N. C., a white man
went to a negro cabin where a sociable
was going fill attellipted to 11111
thinge. lie was driven off but returned
with a revolver and opened lire, ou`
bullet inflicting a flesh wound on John
Dinkins. John picked tip an axe and
cut the white inaa's arm off, and thee
buried the weepon up to It eye in his
breast.
quite lively times are had out in Sher-
man county, Kan. Two towns, Eustus
and Goodland, are rivals for tlie cetinty-
seat,- and Thurtelay the people of Good-
land went over to Ettetus in force,
threatened to kill any one who objected,
toter time county records off and cared
them to Gorelland. 'rite people of Ens-
tee have applied to the governor for aid
In recovering the records, No law but
the law of force Is revognized in the
uuiumluty
A desperate Debt ',cleared iii Athotta,
, Stiturmlay between Wm. Driver mid
his it lie. Driver was giving Isla %ire,
wiso la neatly demi with coucimption, a
If egging, when she picked lip a hot skil-
let and pothelemi imini till Ite fell Knee-
less. Thisiking she Inimi killed him, she
gave time alarm. Both were arrested.
At the jell they took another boat arid
so desperately did tliey light that it took
Clue Cation-house keeper, live policemen,
a detective and a porter to et pirate
them. She came out of the melee it it it
flying colors.
A very strange case of supposed sus.
'mended &ululation hail eonte to light on
Chartrese street, New Albany, hum time
case of Miss Caroline Stoltz, %silo died
last Tuesday morning. The funeral
was fixed for There/hay, but upon that
day the retnaine were towel to be still
wenn, while the feature had not yet as-
sumed the prior characteristic of death.
The funeral, of course., ens postponed,
&tie meaauresm were take!' to renueltate
the young hely, her friends thinking
thet she must be in It hatice. This
working there had been no change luu
her appearance, excepting that • indlor
had come upon her countenence, but
her limbs were still devoid of rigidity.
'rime attending physician is certain that
the patiete is dead, hitt her friends have
Hot relaxed their efforts" to bring her
out of the supposed trance.
Seven persons were drowned Thurs-
day in Sand Lake, about tee IlliitA east
of Ennis, Tex. Two young women,
daughters of Whitten) le illianis, Is far-
mer), and a young man named Babbitt
were skating on the lake, it lieu the ice
gave way Kiel they sunk in tour and a
half feet of water. Mi68 Babbitt and
two little girls, aged eight and fourteen
years, also (heighten' of William Wil-
liams, who were on shore watching the
sport, were drowned in attempting to
reecue their friends. A very small child
of Mr. Williams also fell through the
Ice, but was saved by one of the drownt-
ing young ladies catching and throwing
It out ta the ice. Young Williams, a
brother of the young ladies drowned,
was a quarter of a mile distant at hie
house. lie PR,LY the trouble and ran to
the assistance of the unfortunates, but
lie was soon overpowered by the strug-
gles of those who were drowilitig, and
lie, tco, was drowned. Mrs. Williams,
his mother, made an effort to save them
all, but she was pulled down, titel would
have met the fate of her children but for
Clue tiniely aid of her two daughters,
aged ten and twelve years. These chil-
dren threw her a rope and succeeded in
pulling her ashore.
SPEAKER CARLISLE.
(Images in the Man Since He First
Went to Washington.
ABHINGTOIN, Jan. 21.—Speaker Car-
lisle is very ill. Di fact any illness
which afflicts him is dangerous, for lie
is a frail mate Perhatme no one realizes
this so little as himself, but he would
not be alive to-day were it 'lot for the
I tender and affectionate care which he
receives from his wife, who is not only
one-of the moat devoted, but also one
of the moat conipetent of women. I say
that Mr. Carlisle is very ill, on the gen-
eral principle that a great man who
has workeml himself into • congestive
chill is net in condition to make a
strong resistance sgeinst the attack of
the e 
maYr.Mr. lisle inherited a weak body.
e
C
When he came to Waehington ten years
ago he was 43 years old, a thin, pale
man with cooping shoulders, and with
that peculiar complexion which marks
a mati whir has lived ort the Ohio river
and whose work hail confined him with-
in doors.
THE AIR OF THE STCDEICi
YVES about him. His eyes were pale,
and he was apparently averse to phys-
ical exercise. He had noes thoroughly
good feature, and yet his face was at-
tractive and captivating. Men who
saw it for the first time from that mo-
ment expected a good deal front its pos-
sessor.iiited. wAnd they e n Mre ot ew-po
Mn. Carlisle has now lived ten years
in Washingtoe. He has not grown per-
ceptibly bier, but he has also not im-
proved in health. Ile is not a man of
excessee except in work, but he is a
wan who does not take the lease interest
FE his body ,wilicii resents hits neglect of it
by putting hint to bed occasionally with
a dangerous ihness. He is not only full
of malaria from ills home on the Ohio,
but he never consults the requirements
of Lie emulate' or his blood. It Is prob-
ably dee to time fact that he hasn't
eneugh • body to be very ill that he is
able to go on as he does, plodding day
after day at his desk in the house of rep-
resetstativee and Iiims other desk at the
Riggs House.
HIS DAILY LIFE.
lie is a man of bad physical Imbibe
or of no physical Wats whatever. Ile
gets up hi the morning at 7 or 7: 30
o'clock, and breakfasts lightly. Then
he goes upstairs to his rooms at the
Riggs House, the rooms in which he
has lived ever since he came to Wash-
ington. There he works until it is time
to go to the capitol. Sometimes he va-
ries this by going to the White House
or to one of time departmenta on beat-
nese. Occasionally it is his own busi-
ness, oftener it is some one's iti whom
he has no particular interest, for he la
a kindly man upon whose good nature
a large number of people are accustutntd
to impose. Since lie has been speaker
lie often attends to the work of hie of-
fice during the morning at his private
room. 'twelve o'clock finds him ready
to open the house. When he was only
a member where lie was engaged on the
El.aDE he spent time daily session in the
ways and means committee room, an-
swering his letters, prepaying the ex-
haustive and learned reports for which
lie was noted or making memoranda for
a speech. I never heard of anyone who
ever saw him in a restaurant lunching
during the session of time house. Now
that be is speaker itis luncheon is
brought to his private room, where lie
disposes of it in three or four minutes,
during which time he is raided by in-
considerate menitera who have favors
to ask, and who are willing to bestow an
attack of indigestion upon the speaker it
Limey can omly get a promise of recogni-
tion that will please beam' in an incon-
siderable village. When the house is in
committee of the whole, the speaker
hastens again to hie private room aud
dictates letters to lois private secretary.
Sometimes a friend goes in to see him,
and the speaker, who is hospitable and
social, entertaies hint as lie hurries
through his accumulated letters. But
there is little pleasure in Mr. Carlisle's
life; it Is
• HARD ANL HRINDINli EXISTaNCE
of toil. When the femme is ready to rise
the speaker goes home. He rides in his
carriage from the capitol to the Riggs
House, just as lie rode front the Riggs
House to time capitol in the morning.
He was never known to walk the length
of the avenue. A friend once induced
him to walk from the hoed on Fifteenth
street as tar as Ninth Street and back.
It was a great triumph, especially as the
speaker insisted for a time In riding back
in tile horme-cers. When he reticle/4 the
hotel in the evening he goes iiirectly Co
slimmer, Tido formality lasts scarcely
more titan twenty ntinutine mei then he
gore at once to his roots'. There boreal'
himself at Ids desk, end works until late
hut tile evetillig. Ibly after day arid night
alter night till* programme has been
is/Ilowed. It lie is invited tee to dinner,
he declines If lie caw. If there is a re-
eeption, lie iii irks it tittles,' Mrs. Carlisle.
ineiate on his accompany log her. After
several weeks of devotion to ha I air And
hie (leek, during which time he has taken
no exercise, lie is aconielied to find tiutt
his side troubles iiim, and that he is
EXCEtt'elaTINti PAIN,
while every one else is wondering how
he has stood time strain so long. Bad
and hot air and lack of exercise make
him susceptirble to cold. When lie went
to Albany in 1885 on the invitation of
President-elect Cleveland, lie caught a
cold (het kept him in bed ftir three
weeks. And not , toter shutting him-
self tip in the capitol for weeks arrang-
ing lila vommitters, lila weak body gives
way mei, for a time, his life loin danger.
It is reported that on the evening ellen
lie was attauked imy Isla present Illness lie
sael in anNa er to it question put by et
ay temolsitemg member, "Yea, I tan tired ;
very tired." lie is always tired, always
In danger of the surrender of a body to
which he pays too little respect, and yet
he steeds Cite ills that come upon hint as
though he eppreciated hie own respon-
sibility for time reeults of neglecting a
body which the ordinary man would
nitrite with the utmost care —Washing-
ton correepondence Nashville American,
ea* es 
Travelers should be prepared for the
changes of weather and the effects of
exposure by providing themselves with
Dr. Bull's Cough Syrup.
A Nashville doctor's prewription for
a lady suffering with neuralgia: A tiew
bonnet, a cashmere shawl, a pair of
gaiter boots—amid a bottle of Salvation
Oil. lady recovered immediately
of course.
Mr. Randall's candidate for chairman
of the Deutocratic state central commit-
tee of Pennsylvania, has been defeated.
successful candidate was an admin-
istration man, and the committee en-
dorsed the administration of President
Clevelatal.
Youthful Indulgence
Iii pernicious practices pursued in soli-
tude, is a most startling mime of nervous
and general debility, lack of self-confi-
dence and will power, impaired memo-
ry, despondency, and other attendants
of wrecked ma.thooti. Sufferers should
amitireesewith 10 mite in stamps, for large
illustrated treatise, pointing out unfail-
ing means of perfect cure, World's Ws-
penury Medical Aasoelation, OW Main
Street, Buffalo, N. X.
PLANTING "IN THE NOON."
A Few Sirange Stories Showing How
It Results up is Dakota.
In the east thoueentis of people plant
and sow "in the moon" to insure rapid
growth, but in Dakota it is dangerous to
plant in the prolific phase of the moon,
so they are careful to plant at such a
time that the moon will exert its influ-
ence in holding the crop back. I have
A SWEETLT•PlATURED CHERTNUT
Cupid Capering la ALUM& and Nub.
vile.
NASHVILLE, Tzxiu., Jan. 23.—A TO-
mantic runaway marriage occurred in
Atlanta, Ga., the groom bells a well-
known young man of this OM who has
for some time been boarding at the
Bailey House.
During the Christmas festivities Mlleknown several disasters to result from Maggie
tat of Atlanta, visitedneglect of this precaution. One day
last January I got lost out in the couo-
try, and while I was tolling through the
tail new grass I saw a man with nothing
on but hie suspenders tearing along like
mad. He stopped just long enough to
tell me what was up, and off he went
again for the Iowa side of the Sioux
river, which he cleared at a bound, and
fell on all fours into a snow drift four
feet deep. He said that he and his wife
had looked up the moon business, and
had planted the garden the evening be-
fore, but happened to get hold of last
year's almanac, and missed it about four
days. The result was that when he
woke up that morning the beets that he
had planted forty feet from the house
had crushed In his cellar, and a squash-
vine had taken the door oft Its hinges,
and was just mopping up the floor with
all there was left of his hired man,
whom it had snatched out of bed in the
attic. He didn't know where his wife was
but he saw some shreds of a night-gown
and several agate buttons in the trout
yard as he tied. He said there were pea
vines after tilrn with pods on 'em large
enough for phantom boats; and one
could see by the way he was dressed if
he Willi a liar at all he was a regular
Dakota thoroughbred sample. lf I re-
ally thought I would ever become an
average Dakota liar I would want to
die. Tide territory must be divided
sometime before the day ofjudgment for
bow could the Almighty ever audits its
accounts with only one set of clerical
angels at work at a time?
About two weeks ago I saw a farmer
out behind a straw-stack gathering
into a heap a lot of old bones and
pieces of hides, and sprinkling salt on
them. Yesterday I saw this same man
selling a fine pair of steers to a butch-
er uptown. They were so fat and
had filled up so fast that he had
pieced out their hides with an old buffa-
lo robe. This granger was a Sunday-
school superintendent before he came
out to Dakota, but he swore that they
were the same cattle I had seen him
kicking together behind the straw-
stack. He said all that they had eaten
was some wild grass that htd sprung up
In Ills door yard, where the women had
thrown out a few tubs of warm soap-
suds on wash days. He said that lie
had learned that the best way to winter
stock In Dakota was to knock them all
to pieces In time tall and set them up
again as wanted, otherwise, unless we
get a blizzard every week, they were lia-
ble to get too fat and round on the na-
tive Lase°tifla. 11 I stopped at a house Co bor-
row a match to light my pipe. The ruin
told me to go right out into she garden
auti pick all I wanted. 1 did not know
what lie meant at first, but he went with
me, and—I'm almost afraid you'll think
I'nt a liar for telling it—'.here was about
half an acre growing the finest parlor
matches I ever saw. They were as
thick as hairs on a blind mole. Ile said
he had a poor crop the year before, be-
cause the seed was too good for such
soil. This year he had mixed his seed
matches with about one-fourth tooth-
picks, and got a splendid yield.
1 went out after breakfast and saw
the man blowing tip hubbard equaabes
with gunpowder. They were too large
to be moved, and the farmer wanted time
ground. I noticed that one of his wife's
legs was about eight inches longer than
the other, and time man explained it
thus: lie said when they first came to
Dakota they lived in a "dug-out." with
nothing but the ground for • floor, from
which they had to mow the grass once a
tlay to tied the baby. He said that Ids
wife had a habit of sitting with one
leg over the other knee, and the leg that
remained in contact with the soil got
such a start that the other could never
catch Cup.
1 was very thirsty. I asked
a man if the water in that neighbor-
hood was good. He said: "You see
that mule over there ?•' I replying in
Chit' affirmative, he said : "VVy three
months ago that mule Was a jack-rabbit.
1 should say the water was good.
He must have taken a copious supply
of the alkali grass which grows in this
country In abtimulanee.—Dakota Letter.
What Am 1 to Do.
'lime symptoms of Biliousness) are un-
leepplly but :en well hrmowuu, They thlf-
icr imu different to some ex-
tent. A Billour man Is aelmiten a break-
fast eater. 'Ito frequently, alas, lie hu
an excellent 'appetite for liquids but
none for solids of a morning. His
tongue will hardly bear inspection at
any tinie; if it is not white and furred,
It is rough, at all events.
The digestive system is wholly out
of order anti Diarrhea or Constipation
may be a symptom or the two may a'-
ternate. There are often Hemorrhoids
or even loss of blood. There may be
giddiness and often headache and
acidity or flatulence and tenderress In
the pit of the stomach. To correct all
Chile if not effect a cure try Green's
August Flower, it costs but a tritte and
thousands attest its efficavy.
The Hopeless Case of the Blair
Vt'asmmiauvoit, Jan. 45.—The blind fol-
lowers of the Blair bill in Kentucky will
not get much comfort from the follow-
ing editorial in the Post this morning:
There never was a more absolute waste
of time than this long, long talk, for the
reason that this bill is doomed. If it
should pass the senate a dozen times, it
could ['ever aniount to ally thing. There
is not one chance in fifty that it can get
through the house of representatives.
Should It take that one chance, and get
as far as the president's desk, it is sure
to be vetoed. We ask Mr. Blair or any
other friend of this measure to read the
president's veto of the Texu seed bill,
and his speech at Montgomery, and see
if lie is not virtually bound to kill this
bill should it ever come before him. But
this Is not all, If the house would pass
it and the president approve the Blair
bill, it would still be doomed, for the
supreme court can be relied upon to
give it its quietus. Ex-Juatice Strong
Is quoted as declaring that he thinks it
unconstitutional, and believes his late
associates to be of the same opinion.
We have reason to believe the court
would be unanimous in deciding against
Its constitutionality, and there is no
doubt that a test case would be prompt-
ly made up. These being the facts, the
fate of the measure teeing certain, why
need it be kept on the boards? Why
not let it go to the hospitable grave that
awaits it?
lattice's Antic* Salve.
The best salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, ['leers, Salt Rheum,
Fever Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands,
Chilblains, Corns, and all Skin Erup-
tions, end positively cures Files, or no
pay required. It is guaranteed to give
perfect eatisfaction, ce money refunded.
Price 26 cents per box. For sale by
U. B. Garner.
friends In Nashville, where she became
acquainted with Mr. W. L. Smith, mes-
senger on the southeastern branch of
the Louisville st Nashville Railroad.
The tueeting was productive of that
most fatal disease, love at first sight,
and after the young lady retorted to
her home nearly every mall effected an
exchange of love-ladeued missives.
The first of last week Mr. Smith,
armed witnt two paws, hastened to At-
lanta. Wednesday night the delighted
twain attended the opera, and then,
doubtless, devised, those time-honored
plans which render bolts and guarding
parents ineffective. It was 11 o'clock
when they returned to the young lady's
home, and the rain was descending in
torrents. She hastenend to her r9ou an _
amid "Web 'articles 'OE airpors1 10;
could be eseveniontly carried, while the
Romeo braved the:elements from with-
out. Within an hour all preparations
had been made, and the deep silence
which reigned testified that every other
occupant of the house was wrapt In
slumber.
Miss Smith's chamber was on the sec-
ond floor and one of the windows opened
upon a veranda. Love knows no fear,
and the daring girl, without even the
aid of the traditional ladder, boldly and
successfully accomplished the feat of
descending by means of a pillar, reach-
ing it by lifting herself over the cornice
of the portico roof. Once more together
on mother earth the pair hastened to the
Kimball House and there sat in the par-
lor until morning dawned, when a mar-
riage license and pastor were speedily
sought. While upon this errand a po-
lice officer stopped them and demanded
their natnee. The information was at
drat refused, and the officer antuSunced
that he had orders to arrest a runaway
couple from some neighboring town and
that they answered very well to the de-
scription furnished. Finding that the
officer was after another couple Mr.
Smith proved his ldenty by papers on
his person and thus saved an unpleasant
visit to police headquarters.
Before further misfortune' were ex-
perienced a friend rendered valuable
assistance by aiding In procuring a mar-
riage license, after which the martial
Gordian knot was tied by Dr. Strickler,
of Atlanta. Mr. Smith started for Nash-
ville with his fair bride on the next
train, but for some reason, doubtless to
avoid further molestation, represented
her as his sister. ArrIvIr.g at the Bai-
ley House, this city, another peculiar
feature was discovered in that he repro-
resented kiten as his cousin, and had
seperate rooms assigned. News in like
cases travels rapidly and soon the true
status of the ,romance became under-
stood. Yesterday the young couple se-
cured rooms in a private boarding house
and propose to make Nashville their
home.
The bride is quite young and is a de-
cidedly pretty blonde. It is understood
that her lather is it railroad conductor
and the relationship existing between
herself and stepmother was of a charac-
ter to influence her in this romantic
marriage.
A TRW. t,AND FROZEN.
Dakota Papers Have Tried to Suppress
The News.
CHICAGO, Jan. 22.—A Nebraska City
Neb., special says: "Judge J. F. Kin-
ney, agent of the Yankton Sioux Indian
Agency in Dakota, arrived here yester-
day after being nine days on the road.
Five days were necessary for the party
to travel thirty miles. The thermometer
during the five days was at 40 degrees
below zero most of the time. The Judge
says the loss of life in Dakota has been
greatly underestimated, as the Dakota
papers have tried to cover it up. He
describes the scene which took place on
board the cars. The coal was running
low. The passengers were crowded in-
to one car trying to keep warm. Two
babies perished. The men discarded all
the outer garments they could spare and
gave them to the ladies and children.
Finding these not enough they brought
will sacks from the postal car and wrap-
ped the children up In them. While at
one station in Bonhomme county, the
Judge says nineteen frozen bodies were
brestight into the depot in one day. In
Bonhomie county the list of dead will
reach fully 160. The estimates as made
at Yankton yesterday of the loss of Itle
throughout the territory figure up over
1,000. The counties it here the loss of
life was largest are, Bonhomme, 160;
Hutchinson, 14; Lincoln, 13; Beadle,
25; Spink, 12; Hand, 10; Ward, 15.
'rime northern and central parts of the
Territory have not been heard from ful-
ly. Mn. Kinney named a number of
curious instances relative to the wander-
ings of those who went out in the storm.
Mrs. Browning, of Turner county, went
from her hotese to the stable, a distance
of 100 feet, and her body was recovered
Sunday seven miles from home. Chas.
Dollinger, a farmer of Turner county,
perished several feet from his house. A
woman, ,name unknown, of the same
minty, went out to care for her chicle.
ens and was found two miles from her
house. Roads from the agency to Yank-
ton are lined with dead cattle, many far-
mers losing all they had. One man lost
over 100. 'flue loss of stock can not be
estimated.
P. L. Clark, of Yankton county, was
driving toward Yankton with -his wife
when the blizzard struck them. Tb.
horses refused to proceed and were
turned loose. Mr. Clark took a strap
and fastened one end to Mrs. Clark and
the other to himself, and turning their
backs to the wind, they wandered at
random. They came to a haystack in
which they burrowed and remained all
night. ln the morning Mr. Clark
crawled out and proceeded to a house.
He was obliged to crawl on his hands
and knees, as his clothing had frozen
stiff, lie reached the house and pro-
cured assistance to go after Mrs. Clark.
She was dead when found.
William Reiewag and hired man, liv-
ing near Tripp, were found frozen to
death within a few feet of the stable to
which they had gonp to care for stock.
Joshua Taylor and two sons, near Scot-
land, started to water their stock before
the storm came up. Their bodies have
not yet been found.
Judge Kinney has received word from
the agency, and he says that while a
large number of Indians were out hunt-
ing and hauling wood Ilene were miss-
ing. Judge Kinney was Ecconspanied
all through the scenes and sugering by
his wife. Both were slightly frozen
about the hands and face.
The Billows,
dyspeptic, constipated, should address,
with 10 cents in stamps for treatise.
World's Dispensary Medical Association
663 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.
—
S. W. Postell has taken charge ot the
Atlanta bureau of the Macon Te,legrspir
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and Sherman'. glory . Aside from the
usual curiosity aroused at the sight of
an Ohioan, he attracted considerable at-
tention by carrying around a big sugar
bow I.
------- -
Mr. McKinley, of Ohio, and his little
bill to repeal the tobacco tee were sat
upon at a meeting of time ways shed
oiseane committee Thursday. The Dem.
ocratle majority were averse to conaid-
ertne any specific reduction at this time,
preferring to taise up that clam of mat-
ters referring to tte general tariff reduc-
tion bill which it fa the intention of the
nmromittee to present to the house. Con-
*iteration of his bill was deferred until
after the general subject Was considered.
The Hopkinsville New Etta is doing
gnome very vest work in elucidating the
necessity of estate legei advertieing law.
The NEw Est.., by the way, Is a much
better newspaper under the manage-
ment of ha new editor.
-Owensboro
nemenger.
The Messenger's compliment ie highly
aippretaated, anti if it will only devote
the same energy toward securing the
peessge of this same law that it does to
gathering sip the news of the day the
New git• will (eel pretty eure of sue-
ems le the undertaking.
THE NEW ERA.
-PUBLISHID DT-
low Errs Printing and PublisAing Co.
1111 A TZAR.
OFFICE NEW KRA BUILDING
7th, street, near Main,
IKOPKINSIVILL.K. KENTUCKY •
ADVENITISING KATEN-
One ogee, first insertion. - I SO
" one month -
•• three months
x months -
- 3 00
110
•• one year - - - - :3 OS
Additional rater Ina) Le had by applicatioa
• I he Eine •.
arTranakent advertliteineata must be pald for In
advance.
Charges for yearly advertisements will be col-
Meted quartery
All advertisements loserted wittiont soecIllett
lanth will tie ctiarged foe until ordered ouL
Antioillocemenie of Marriage* and Deaths. sot ex-
mama( awe ones, and stakes of preechins Pub'
liaised gratis.
or Obituary Nodose. Itesolutiosa of Respect and
otn.r noectis tar mots per 015.
FRIDAY. JANUARY 21.1888
Some unfeeling wretch has startmi
the report that the resent blizzard was
hut • sigh from John Sherman over
Laruar't corifirtuation
Gov. Seumple, of Waehillgi,011 Territo-
ry, haa just rigned a bill granting the
right of suffrage to the ladies. Emi-
gration is now in order.
Mr. E. G. Sebree ha.s sent up a bill,
sevompanied by a memorial with 3,000
signaturee, repeal an act prohibiting
the sale of liquor. in Christian county.
As Cie weather bureau , bas predicted
another blizzard for to-day the New
Kea is betwixt the devil and the deep
blue sea. Overcoat or linen duster is
the question.
1.-pon what ground the alleged "mor-
al sentiment" is based which is array-
ing itself against the whisky tax is a
question as difficult to •nswer as the
15-13-14-puzzle is to solve.
There will be a strong tight in Wash-
ington on February -22ild, at which time
the National Democratic committee
meets, between New York and Chicago
to secure the national convention.
An exchange remarks that the Cin-
cinnati Musician s Protective Union
has decided that no member shall play
with a woman in the orchestra under
penalty of a $100 tine. 'I hat association
is going to bust.
The Associated Press sent a long tele-
gram telling of a Vial St Bottle Aasocia-
Lion meeting in Washington. Now we
could discount that here in Hopkins-
ville. Vial et Bottle! stuff! We have
jugs down this way.
Great Cheer's ghost! Foraker has
been Invited to Tennessee and to speak!
Knoxville ia the unfortunate city.
What with Houk, and now Foraker, it
is little to be wondered that that city 111
in a bad way. We wonder if he'll wear
his shirt?
The National Board of Trade at ICA
meeting in Washington 'rhursday con-
sidered the postal telegraph scheme.
Erastus Wiman, of New York, knocked
out the promoters of the mheme in the
Brat round by hie array of agures relat-
ing to the system in England.
Speaker Johnson, according to a reso-
lution of the general *assembly, has ap-
pointed the following men as a com-
mittee to investigate the asylum at this
place; J. M. Nesbitt, Church H. Blake-
ly and A. P. Gooding. Committee.
have been oppointed to investigate all
the others.
It is rumored that Miss Adele Grsnt
has refused various noted and eligible
men shim she began to shine In Wash-
ington society.-Exchange.
A list of Hopkinsville's eligibles haa
just been forwarded for her considera-
tion. Up to going to Firm the had uot
decided which she would take.
The Thoebe-Carlisie controversy has
narrowed down to a political wrangle,
abe Republicans refusing to answer
when their names &recalled, thus break-
ing a quorum. The Democratic mem-
bers are deserving of much censure for
not attending to their dutaes. Were
they at their poste the matter would be
quickly settled.
The county should take waroing from
Sam Coeby't escape trom the free board-
ing house We have heel expecting
this for some days, ita it Wad understood,
that Sam was mull elled to clean up his
owu room. No man with a speck of
spunk would clean up WA room, and the
action of the authorities in not furniali-
lug him with an attendant was very
reprehensible. The New ERA remarked
10111e /duce that there would be a
strike among the boarders eosin radios
they received better treatment, awl its
warning wee unheeded. Now, you
see the result.
A disciple of J. itertsoo Foraker has
been found in Indiana. Frem lois title,
"Vawle," we presume that the gebtle-
min In yeestion is of the ancient order,
arid of that chase of individuala who are
considered bermless imbeeilee, lie a as
(Mewed very becomingly in a bloody-shirt
but In spite of all that his loud brey hag
sad long ears betrayed the !moire of the
animal beneath. Ile Is celled, by cour-
tesy "Uncle" John Riley and he :odd:
"The day Is fast approaciOng a hen a
soldier will have to deny he aore the
blue. Boys, you will have to tette up
your arms again and put down the gret
and elevate the blue, for the leegth and
and breadth of this country le ruled by
rebels and rebel eympathizers."
The condensed reeord or the high li-
cense in the west is as follows: In illi-
rick it hes reduced the lumber nf sa-
loons by 23 per eein, and inerraeed the
revenues $4,300,000; io Nebraska there
ham been a redite:lon of 50 per cent.
the number of saloons, and admen ripe]
increase in revenues and a iciest decline
In drunkenness; Minneesota's new law
is pronounced "an unmixed good,"
and Missouri reports in similar terms.
while Ohio has 2,0te8 fewer saloons than
she had beiore the Dow law toeik effect.
Orogrese in the direction of temperance
reform has been niade lu every state
where high lieense has been tried, aud
made, too, in spite "of the unces*Ing op
poeition of the prohibitioniets on one
hand and the compact, moneyed antago-
nimu of the liquor interest on the other.
The record speaks for itself, and no
amount of sophistry or subterfuge can
obecure Its eignificance.-Philielelphia
Press.
Justice Lurtorm, of the supreme court
of Tenneeeee, delivered an opinion of
interest last Thursday morning. The
facts are about as follows: In 1886 Z.
R. Gillespie was sued for ten dollars by
the Columbia Central Turnpike Com-
pany, for having used the company's
road and going stround the tollgate to
avoid the payment of awe fees. Gilles-
pie sets up the defense •that he is not
uuder the statute, as he had a
right to turn eft' from the turnpike and
travel a public road. The complainant
urged that the road weed by Gillespie to
dodge the tollgate was eta a public
road. The circuit judge, before whom
the cage was tried, decided for the de-
fendante. The turnpike company ap-
pealed •nd the supreme court reversed
the court below and gave jinignient for
complainants, and taxed the defetel-ut
with all costs.
If the Democratic party is opposed to
centralization it must certainly be ops
poeed to the preeent high tariff, Mr the
tariff creates time monopolies known at
"trusts" and these trusts; all tend to
the oentralization of power. In the
course of a few years almoet every ar-
ticle inanufaetored in this country will
be under the control of these blood-suck-
ing bodies, and the people will be com-
pelled to pay whatever price they
choose to make. It seems to us that
these internal :evenue repeaters would
do well to look into this matter, and
see If tbeir course is consistent. To re-
peal the revenue law, means to retain
the tariff at its present rate, and to re-
tain time tariff is to promote time forma-
tion Of more trusts, thus eantralisinit
the power. And yet they claim to be
opposed to centralizetion. Wherein
lies the coiteistency of this cluree?
The Candler-Abbott affair has Resin
come to the surface, brought this time
by the withdrawal of Ida explanation
made to the hoard of m01410114 of rime
Methodist church by Dr. Kelley on No.
vember 25th. Peonle who do fiat know
Dr. Kelley have beila very unjust in
their criticiem of his eonduct, asserting
that what he did waa done with an eye
to retaining !deposition. Anyoue at all
acquainted with the man would not en-
tertain for a moment such an idea. Dr.
Kelley is as far above ouch a thing se
right is from wroeg. lie desires it un-
derstood that his recantation of certain
views as to the theatre, expo:meal anti
published by him, was a voluntary act
and not one forced by the prewure of
hls ofilsiel brethren. Dr. Kelley is a
man who has been of inestimable bene-
fit to the Methodist church, and it is to
be hoped that everything will be amica-
bly settled.
The chief liar of the weather bureau
has called upon the government for
more motley wherewith to tell us to-
morrow that there would be sunshine
to-day, when the truCi wee the mercury
was below zero and a blizzard raging.
If the governmero wee so bully iu need
of a liar, why didn't she send to Ken-
tucky after Mulhatton instead of to the
north pole after Greely.
That *vette& of Senator Blair in the
senate last week In which he attributed
all opposition to federal Interference
with state schools to religious intoler-
ance was as masterly an argument as
one in his new work or temperance
is which he urged upon the country the
necessity of destroying the rum traffic
of the world upon the nigh seas by the
use-of •"ehot and obeli.
Te/egraphic reports from Kew Or-
leans state that the Republican state t
eorreention met there on Monday and 
atudwawse ielavy:et.reawoanti mom heisieteve ing that is clear and beautiful, yet
that fully oue-fourth of the delegate* by schleming Jedsuilts 
'who ;owe '-wa_ds i piercingly cold, the wanderer will feel
were white men. Mr. Robert Harlan, 1.*011 111•• intolerant eneniieo or bola, moomation as il a thousand needles were
of Ohio, was there in all his, Foraker't civil and religioua liberty ; therefere prickieg his !wigs, and hteialling hes
be it comes v. r y diffi gilt. On one or two et:-
Resolved, that the preacher.' Meet-
ing of the Metliodiet Episcopal church
Icausimas the writer has felt those (juicer
in Baltimore hereby disclaim all 'yin- sereesations anal et dret Wee taqa:ed to
'sadly aid, or concurrence In the act account for them, but later was efilight-
of the preeldeut cot Use United States ened by old InItabitarate. Not mare-
performed lit iiiii memoration ot the quently id it impueeible ttlr out early
Popee golden jubilee.
Reeolved, trait we enter cur eolentin
protest against this new departure or
the preeident in uiaking such marked
racial raeognition of a religious bier-
are; a e klioW et ell other itnil feel aat small itemiser 44 1,000 SlItHeriherti, see eelve e portion of the atirphis that Ilia
home. All we isek is to be let mime, what ate adventage it gives. Those Who ace• laird from the Very territery
and it a e are not, Milne ill get take the paper ere among the best and that die valor ad Mexican veteran. an-
his auger,. buret. wealthiest people of the coteity-the flexed fo time United SLAVA.
men who have money to epsre. It is hoped that the present esomigreeet
REPICRLICANS AND REFORM. 
'rime tupposition is that in it nisjority of will so revise thee bill as to hilinit all of
Party 1111111111d must indted be atom g cares the notice of sale w ill appear In a ti..le 'IL'iley are very few DOW.
when inen will stoop to otlell os Weekly, which is putlished the latter The nisi irity have "sprend their silent
the Republicans have bvert ItilitY of i't pamt of time week, anal every line of tents" on the other side of the river.
whist' id read 011 Stamley by the sub- ildtsY have &el in poverty, still others
scriber. It is not like ma perzer, which are livilig in want petiently it welting the
may In, torn down In thirty ininutre al. last roll call. It tuts hocii
ter it is tacked up; ails eot like poster truth, that every isuptesio semi Mexican
le that the rail' will beet it in the mud war veteran is it nioilienent of hit
and mit of sight ; tor it goes into the country'e Ingratitude.
housee, to the fireeldea; it resches teen,
reit in the midet buninees, but when
at leisure end seeking entertainment.
present there would be no Instable 111 Cd111 there be a question of the neceseity
seatine Idea, and because they erre not of such a law ?
predelit this Illealltt N all taken to ehow
Mr. Carlisle that he had few eympatid- WOMEN AM) THE TARIFF.
zers Amin g them. Theee turn are wil-
*flue Postelispetch publishes the ft*
lieg to do anything to impede legiela-
retivarkahle article In answer to
don, If one may juag,.. (rem their recent
au -editorial a It'eh recently appeared lit
continia, ind the country need Dot DO
that palwr critictshig the eutiou sf the
iserprieed et ato thing that occurs. Va-
W. C. T. I:. in working tor the repeal
flout and many are time echensets that ,
ot the Internet ?leveller :
will lw Weii to ilefe•at the plans of tariff
31isit Willard. our heeler, and where
reformers, whoseieader is Mr. Carlisle. see s.es„ the w. c. T. u a„ „„t afraid
Their a..tiour in this contest may h• to fellow. said at 11:4001181 etiliTelltItili
teken nn Ileelarathin of war that Illey of the WOltirta's Christisll Tempereece
propoee to tight to the Maisie Well, so Ulli1111 at 
Nashville ha Namtwalaber ;
hope e shell diethictively &els re our-
he it. '1 he country is looking toward selves in favor of re itig the intern ti
this congress fooreiief, and the comer reyetnie tax from all intoxiiltilig
of every man it will be snatched by (loom lt is a covenaitz with hell and a
mit only his constituency, but • by the v"fitt) " dam "thin *"
TO-tIST it stands as the bul ware he-
nation. The man or met) who Reek to tween the traffic end its alien&
impedes the couree of reform demanded tattoo. We %alit imo montspoliest
sin -least of all that the national goy-(Ilse a grave for all future prespects.
Trn.e.tient piloted be the 'lino et stock-
The adminietration of President
tionten getting 90 cente oil every gallon
Cievelsn't has been one of the most of whisky and 43 cents iii round limn-
popular the co4ntry has had, and this bent tem every keg of beer. The amount
admIrilatration lime had for its loose, re- of the tax is lib int, equal to the seminal
surplus of the United States treasury ;form. Every act of lilt ctlicial lite has
let them both be wiped out together. I
been towards reform, Ned that it is 111.1w Ohs may be one of our campaien
what the country waitte is proven by totttle cries, "Down a ith the tax that
the popularity tsf his aihninietration. ties our nation tight to the vampire that
is suckieg out its blood."
Republicans it) their opposition to hie
"W. C. ."
couree, would do well to consiier the
From thii it would scent that that or-
cast before they place themselves upon ganization's idea Is to first abolish the
neon'. _Sooner or later a bill will come
eyetem and then to prohibit the menu-
up. having for its &pet a correction of facture and sale of intoxicants. In the
exieting abuse', and by their vdte on it e ,
urst place the internal revenue system
they decide their future.
will never be aboliehed, for the good
---
belug hustled animal tivei the state at
Vie beck ea!! of a Iew terievent poll-
tlelaue and will tog tutemilt to it quietly.
Chrioi Ian county is enotigti omit-
fled in her preseut piece. 1% hile tee
would tocreou it an honor to Le thrown
In Company a lila the coaa idles the
First district, noire the les. do we feel
honored ha our present poeition. We
hive gotten *dung well enough as we
he Ott hu muskeg it lilt busitiess to at- and cattle UV before. the pellet,. a nil then
tell4 311 stall sales looking tor liargelito the. Hots John Sherman-Hie see violin
As a result. on the they to sale the lila- Sherniati who la Ito* aspit log to tlio
dere rimy etemmiteml on the flugurie of highest (Ahem the people elti Iviarer
oile hand, Klatt the property le sold at a -allIck OD all anteetlastalt the astalsetattee
loos to the owner of probably 50 per cent. of which e as that no Mexican war ytees
Now. take the other sale. Suppoise ran Isbell receive a petiole,' tin il lie 'hall
the ootice erre to lw printed for lour have reached the age of alit) -Le M r.
consecutive weeks in the county paper. Sherman is very willieg ha the "poor
Reckon that paper to have even. the little orphans" of imoraii soldier-A to re-
the 'rlieoteol'orliele teieitast. The re wee
not a mom in timer house, at it, the
whole eatietto , did not believe NI r.
Carlisle was entitled to his seat, yet be-
lieving thle they refused to vete, thus
break leg a quorum. Why axe tide
done? The pesmple will readily believe
that the olject was spite. They know
that if the loll quota tof Democrat+ were
THAT HILL AGAIN.
If the paesage of a bill would benefit
ten men in every county and injure
none, then that law should be passed.
Bat if the passage would benefit ten
times ten and still injure none thee it
should be passed with a rush. The le-
gal advertieitag bill, if passed and made
a law, will be of benefit to every man
in time state who is forced to well his
land. No man questions tisat it cattiest
be queationed. The citizens of this
state have lust litany thousando of dol-
lars simply because there Was 110 pro-
vielon in the statutes cowpelling the
advertising of forced sales, etel they
have loet it because they believe the
simple fact of the sale being poeted
would suffice to bring buyers. One may
go up to the court-bouse in this county,
or any other for that matter, and see
stuck up on its walls a few alteritre
salt s. Theae noticee are supposed to
notify the public LIDA there aid be a
sale of certain property on a certain
day. All are exactly alike and the si lit-
ilerity groats so tuonotomus tha t, even
were a man to notice one, Ise would
conclude it was elte 'same old. chestnut
that bed beeta sticking. there all the
time. beilig the ease he will not
trouble himself tosee altether It is a new
or an oat one. This, of couree, provided
they are posted on the inside of the
building a here the rain or wind canitot
reach them. It they are on the outesile
the odds are an hundred to one they will
riot &tick a week; if on the insi 'e not
one man in a buntired sets them, or
seeing is too busy to stop and read.
This bill should be made to protect the
poor man, the man alio is not familiar
with the ins aud tuts of these Pales, and
who, under the preerta law, ;is at the
mercy ot otie er two wets, We will
vete are the assertion diet not one man
in a thousand alio passes tole of these
noticee a ill stop to read it; and wore,
that if clue malt does stop, and is not a
"scalper" oir the lookout for emeli
things, that he couldn't raise a hundred
dollars te pave hie neek.
"Ice Duat."
The talee of terrible mutt...rho; iii the
northeest in the ree•ent hi:zest-al, sur-
liness* Illy thi ti$ of the kind Imo hes eVer
occulted Lit!. cottulry. 31ers, et omen
and children vs:emote-41 by ecores be_ !Lela Of the money du-, an A. finds it
fisre the blighting breetlt of tile ice kieg. impoesible to raise the automat. Then
Oile of the etraimge features ot the corp-ee
of the dead, whieli hilve leeeii toiltio bym
searching Peeties, ling been the evidelice
that they suffsremi ezertiviating agonies
strengtalation. Nearly an of trate
has1 torn aw y the apt tenta from about
their throe's and erre cluttaileg it irm
their ilesth throes Thls is odd to be oc-
ciei"Iird by "ice dust," w Is pro-
duced by ingli wind.; 'lashing the emow
egarast a herd elaien upon the earth,
breaking the flakes and sepereting the
tiny to- /stales Thie dust then elle the
air during a blizzard anti it, id said to be
impoesible to walk against it tor Hey
kends of Owe. it to the phis-
mmemeston theseribeil hy Greely, hicli etc-
curs frequently in the cold region. of
the arctic. Small particles of ice and
sleet are 'lashed so often ageinet the lee-
berg. that they become very light, thie
and sharp as needles. These borne by a
swift wind were thrown with etich force
tote the faces ot Isis men, that they were
driven Wt.) their feces, bringitag the
blood tie freely as a surgeon's knife.
The people of the plains have often oaf-
tered by the rigers ot extreme winters,
but the preeent promieee to rethese
everything of the past.-Kvatadville
1:11e "ice dust" referred to may fre-
reaeon that there are enough ertasible
men in tiougress alto would vote againet
a bill has leg that purpoae in view to
kill it. When it comes to free a hisky
or free Peel and clothieg the Demo-
crate will. not stand idle. There is bo
emelt of a surplus to deal aide If that
footman is alone away with by taking
the tax from whieky and beer, then the
tariff' must remain as It id. This is a
question a filch /1/list he carefully
died and elle that a ill admit of no ex-
perimenting. Of course the ultitnate
hope of the temperance orgailiz Wm is
to Rewire absolute prohibition in the
Unite I States, yet for the purpose of
securing that, %Welt every thoughtful
person must admit cannot be done, they
are willing to moot the manufacture of
whisky mei let it run riot over this
'2.ountry at aid; in fact, to Increase
drinking awl drunkard' to an amount
that eau hardly be estimated.
RESOLUTIN' AGIN' TH E
PRES' DENT.
President Cleveland had as well make
up his mind to retire from the preeideta.
0' at the end or this terra. tew
Methodiet ministers of Baltimore at a
recent meeting pantie,' re/tutu:loos ms-
verely condemning his action in *end-
ing to Pope Leo, Its a jubilee gift, a
copy of the conetitution of the United
States. It is mush a pity, t00, as he hes
made such a good preiraleut. We have
a- vague renieum`naree that one Tuttle,
of Iowa, once did ',something in this
line, and-by the way, what has became
of Tuttle? The resoluters resolute as
follows:
Whereae, the preoblent of the United
States has sent to Pope Leo, as a jubi-
lee gift, a copy of the eOlietIttlti011 01 the
United States, and
Whereasm, certain prominent official
repreeetastives of Pope I,eo are pub-
licly interpreting thie unprecedented
act of the preeideet me indicative of ilia
favorable regard for the Ifaconith Atria-
quently met with in the higher moult-
ol Colorado. Sometimes mi a morn-
in the mornitig of a (ley that Is as beau-
tiful as oue could wish, for these little
invisible needles till the air to the extent
that it le impossible to breathe. It its on-
arche, clatatilog also temporal boy-
ly during astroeg winds that they areereignty.
Itesoive:1, that we regard the act of
the prealdelit as a polluted aliecotartegy,
If tett offenee to King Humbert; whoae
sovereignty over a unified Italy the
Pope both antagonizes anti denier.
LET US ALONE.
After a vet). careful look over the
premises the New ESA talis to see the
necessity for redistricting the state. The
propeseed plan would do more harm thee
good. In the first place it is contem-
plated that the 'tate shall be redistricted
only once in ten years, just after time
census, and to do so now would result
In much dimatisfaction to everyone.
After the ceeteue of '90 is time ehough
to make a change. Of course there can
be but one reason given for this change,
and that is a few politicians want it
done for purely personal motives.
What benefit would it be to Kentucky ?
It may be argued [het it would give the— -
A man had the gall to suggest to a Detnocratit another congreeematt, but
Nirw Eit• reporter that if Cheiatian that may with propriety he questioned.
county had a work-houee it could be Even if it did, die Democrats of the
made aelf-enstainiug by the work of the
primmer* coudued in jail for petty of-
tenses, and that it a ould be a saving in-
stead of a burden. That man ought to
tie run out of the county, and branded
as a herbarian. The Idea that this coun-
ty would be guilty of such a thing to
save a miserable pittance of 3,000 or
more dollars per annum. We offer a
premium on laziness down this way.
state of Kentucky should be &Awned to
resort to Betel low practices to secure
their ends. it woand tend to weaken
the confidence placed in Alt as careful
guardians of the public 8 interest. Sot
tar as this district is concerned we arei
all Natietied whim time preseot make-up.
Were the propoeed plan carried out the
district would be In very bad shape--
entirely too long. We are opposed to
thrown with force etiough to prick the
face, and when that is the case every
living thing hies a way to cover. Cattle
stampede, liorsee neigh with pain, the
wild animals of the tuotintaius seek the
protected sicIPeif the elite, and even the
goirdy uauurairieer will nut venture
from him cabins-
A COMPARISON.
There can be no questlini of the vast
benefit that will accrue from the pasedge
ot the legal advertising bill. Iwt us draw
a comparleon. As the law now sten&
the sheriff must post a notice of the
sale iu four conspicuous places. These
notices are printed on little six hy eight
inch pieces of paper, and &re either
plotted or tacked up. Now-a-days there
are 1.110tidallibt of other posters of the
same size and general appearance tacked
up on posts or trees, and people have be-
come so accustomed to find them 'modem.
of some quack doctor, or equally unin-
teresting reading, that they are passed
with but a glance, if even noticed.
About one man in a hundred will stop
to read whet is printed thereon, and
that man is alnicett certain to be some
oafer who 11118 ItOthing else to do, and 10
'seeking Melilla to kill time. No man of
bumiuessitilee away line time reading the
hills he seers ecattered about, anal con-
eetpiently tl,e sale is 1.111k1lOWD to but
a very few who Mail it out hy accident.
Ooe thede few who attend Is sure to
AN ILLUSTRATION.
Ali apt Illostration of the working of
a good advertising law hes recently oc-
curred in an adjohaitag county. A de-
cree of court had bermi obtained direct-
leg the sale of a valuable estate, and the
usual routine of court-Itenee dour Was
gone through with. On the slay of eale
the property brought neat ly $2,0110. As
this Was out of all proportion LORA val-
ue, the pale was aet aside on some tech-
nicality, arid the ei.cuit judge di reted
that the estate be well advertised in the
county paper before beitig again sold.
At its setsand Rale the saute property
brought $4,000. This result was alto-
gether attributable to prominence given
the Rale hy judicious( ativertiping -
Cilasgow Timed.
The above Is a vet y good illustration
of the benetits of advertising. Doubt-
less there are hundreds of nien in every
county in the state who could bring ev-
idence to show that time preerta law on
the subjeet of advertising !sake is a
shatn. Hati it nut been for the publicity
given the sale of the *bore property by
the press the °wiser would hive suifered
a loss of $2,0110. 'The evidence in this
case shows that the difference in the
amount of good achieve 1 is 100 per twee
Ita favor of the press. It would seem
then that it pays to advertise.
Suppose for inetance that A. hue a
piece of land velued at POO. This Is
ruortgsg,t1 to B. for the tem of 0( $300.
The time !me about expired for the pay-
he is infermed that the mortgage will
be iorecloseel amid the land *old. A.
agrees, seeing tit) other way out of the
iliMetilty, SIDI Ole sher:ff gore rough
the usual formula. A. prohnbly does
not underetatel elle law, told believes
diet he etands a fait chance of getting
the value of hid property at the sale.
The mortgagee knows, issuer. Ile
knowei that probably hut a dram per-
sona will hear of that sr le, aud thet he
will be able to boy it himself for Cie
amount of the mortgage. Ou the day
of sale there will be preiment the owner
of the property, the bolder of the mole
gage, the sheriff, arid erobehly lief a
dozen loafers who corral hot raise $50
among them As a matter of course
the land ia eold for little or nothing, he-
oause there was no opponitioff 111 bill-
i.;ing. Thies claire of wen will oppose
the new lew, beeaese they know
that if the public ie given nottee of a
sale through the press that there will
be a Antall silence of having everything
dleir oa n way. The rewords ea! the
digit, thereon or therein, in atlditiuti
the original print, except the mune and
address tst the 'serene to whom the mat-
ter shall be sent, index figures tn. sub-
etel iption book, either printed or writ-
tee- %hid' figured may Indicate the
iiiimber of collies eelit-the printed title
ot pimulication toad the place where
it is publirliell, Lite prieted or written
name awl aiiiireet of the publielier amid
AN. INTERESTING BATCH. eender, or boot' (without time additioli of
stay advertisement,) and a ritten or print-
ed a orda or riguree, or both, ludicating
the date min %hick the sublieriptioes to
tee matter will end, the correctiou of any
pograplaical error, a mark (other than
a ritteu or policed words) to deshoiate a
word or passage to wItiela it is dewed to
call eared's'', the word. leauipie copy'
a lien the matter Is sent KS such, mid the
words 'marked copy' alien the matter
containe a marked Item ur article. Any
publishers or news agents may inclose
in their puteicatione bills, receipts to or-
tiers for subecription thereto. but the
moue imolai I he teach form as to convey
nu other leformation than the 'lame,
place and subscription price ef the pub-
lication to which they refer and thesub-
deription clue thereon.
"Third-04Kit Matter-04 matter of
this elate! or oil Its wrapper or envelope,
or on a label attached, the sender may
either write or priet laid °Wu name, ma
cupation and residence or busiusss ad-
drees, precede.] hy the word trout, and
was: make marks (other than by written
Or printed words) Lo 4111e111i011 to
any it ords or passage in the text, and
may correce any ty pographical ernes.
There tuay els° be platied epon the Week
leaves or cover of may book or other mat-
ter of this elese a simple manuscript ded-
ioation or insuription not in the nature
of personal eoriespoisdence. There may
also he placed upou the envelope, wrap-
per, tag or label of matter of this chute
ally printitig that is not in its character
unntailable as third-a:teem matter, pro- Saies by Gant & Gaither Co., of 3si
vided there be kept sufficient space for a lank as follows
legible euperdeription sill the neceesary 4 Wide good leaf from $8.75 to $12.00
postage bowel's. 6 ithis coin. leaf from $6.00 to $7 53
"Fourth class niAtter-W ith matter of 26 hills logs $3.50 to $6 00
this elate properly prepared as such, Ole 2 Mein leaf $7.00 to $8 00
sender way enclooe third class matter; Market higher 011 common Inge.
and ite Ines' write or print upon the eov- The market tide week Wa8 etrong, but
er, wrapper or label thereof his name, very little Was offered on the board.
occupation, redidence or bueiaess ad- Most. of the warehouses sold privately.
dress, preceded by the word 'flour,' amid
any marks, numbers, timer; or letters
for purpooe of deset iption. Ile may also
print upon the dente anythieg that is not
unwailable as printed matter, and th
is not ha Lite nature of pereottal corres-
pondence, provided there be left suffi-
cient space for a lt grate superecription
arid the necessary postage ataulps."
"Sseond-olias"—matter consitte sole
ly ot regular publications, sutra as news-
papere, rusgraines, etC. Upon time
wrappers of three, whether !tingly or in
buiellee, time followirig is permitted: 1.
Rollie Miller, a negro boy eixteeu In priut or in writing-(a) name and
years old, was asseeted here last Sour- addrres of perdu') sent to; (h) iedex
day meriting upon the charge of killieg figures ot book, which may
a little white boy Saturday lit Metcalfe also indicate the uumber of copies in
unty. Miller'llas been working for the package; (o) •n indication of the
Wm. J. Shirley, a bleckenrith, living date when the subscription will expire;
near Randolph, iu Metcalfe, and Satur- (d) the correction of any ty pograph-
day afternoon about 3 o'clock he went Jell error.; (e) tile Haute ;if the pub-
to Mrs. Shirley and received a little lisher or eetider, or both, but without
money due hint, saying he wanted to go any thing in the mature of an advertise-
ts Indiana, whence he came. Ile thee meta. 2. Printed only-Title of pub-
left. Just before dark a little six-year- lication and place where published. 3.
old boy of Mr. Shirley Was missed, and Marks-There may be marks emplia-
a search Was made for Ills dead sizing or italicising any of the foregoing
body was found exert 9 o'clock at tilght features, if such mike do not contain
covered with chunks and sticks, behind either a ritten or printed words.
a log it) the woods. A -pistol idiot "l'hird-class" :natter is printed mat-
wound disclosed the cause of his death. ter, not periodical, such as books, pan'.
M r. Shirley, the boy'. father, was awn). pitlets, eLe., sent out ill unsealed pack-
front horn in the taterttoors, bet Mrs. ages : 1. print or in writine, either
Shirley eral several of the neightors on wrapper or on tag attached, name,
heard a shot a bole while previoua to occupation and reti.lence, or beshaess
the negro boy's minims to her for hie ambirese of sender, a ith the wortl "from"
?owever, thought nothing advance, if desired. 2. Printed mm-
of it at the time. Miller was believed at ly-A by matter of tlie "third class,"
once to Jamie killed the little fellow, and provided room is left for stamp and ad-
s deputy elieriff and one or two (aliens tireve. 3. Marks-Same rule as in eec-
pursued 1111111 there. When caught he oliii-clato matter.
was about to leave on the itiornieg train. "Ftitirtime•lase" matter include.; all
He athuitteal shooting the child and said mailable :natter tiot comprised In the
they erre together in the blacksmith previous chowes, and consists mostly of
Ahoy where he Was Wrewing a pipe In a articles of merchandise, seeds, gilts, etc.
wide, alien it Went 1 tf and accidentally 1. Seine lute., 111 ull respects as %Mt
killed the boy. Ile becatue frightened third cla•s
then, carried time bedy to the woods, laid
it awl lett.-Glastgow 'fide Reminiscence.
Col. E. G. Siebree, Jr., the red-headed
A Wiuter's Tale. }ming capitalist of ilopkiroville who
Standing at the intents:coon of Firtt represents hie county ia ilie legislature,
end Franklin streets Tuesday morning last summer esiteblisheil a street car line
and lotiking oir hoe the mellow distance in Henderson, from a Inch hid large
to the south a Democrat representative revenue will receive further fat easel/-
saw the grace! ir I form of a gil- dung, as the Henderson Johrnal report,
lease:tell igyipet the hazy hide in the that "the Street ears acre unable to ac-
(Instance. Recogeizieg the gamt, fra- comfit° late all the people yeeterday who
glle form of the newspaper than ime made desired to ride." Col. Sebst e a as once
a tragic jesture with hit long right arum a loe ly law strident in Loilisville dun
conveying to taw a good morning, hut ing which 'laps a silver duller appeared
s &sine he ha I exerted himielt oso hie eyes as large as a goodly cart
vitt ntly, ha a montent tater we sew wiled. It ie related that he and a fellow
abet we were at drst inclined to call student and intimate Irked on oue woe-
ail optical illusioal, but further events dim became reduced to such straits fur a
told tie tu the esnatrary, am ith one fell little cash that specultaion over an ex-
swoop lie traversed the chilly airs pedlent to ratite the wind superceded all
Of Vinegar Bittern, on what sae are legal studies. One evening, after walk- 15= 1:=Me.i=S 7.7.reAelS=1-1(2).Z..7""S=
Compelled to call time wings of tile lug about the streets till time clink of the
Reaching the goal or his deeire merry glasses a lila other lips were
he picked Itituerlf up and smoothed his draining, hail become alnioet ineralening,
Wriokled collar, amid began in a solemn the features of Sebree suddenly under:
stir to explitin his condeict, taking rape- went a tnetantorphosie, and where de-
eial care to itnpreems upon hia hearers Lite apOntlency and gloom were enthroned,
remerkable advanutges you hill pos- there rested peace anal satisfaction. He
I hail thought of !something. His com-
pataien had a few weeks before gotten
some motley from home, and to foreetall
an abrupt departure front his boarding-
house hail paid aml varier. Sebree, al-
ways an obliging, agreeable fellow, was
held in high estimation by the kindly
Who conducted the cheap ettati-
lisinuebt where lie boarded. He slog-
geeted to hid friend that tile latter go to
his landlady and, on a pretettee of being
emidenly called away, or dome other
plausible story, get a drawback of the
money not yet boarded out. Ile was
then to go to Sebreele place and on the
latter's credit secure a room until such
duress Lige'e monthly remittance would
come to hand. The plan a as carried omit
itt los details and the fifteen or tewety
dollars immediately reelis wae the
means of some right roya) hilarity, at
least for impecunious law students.
Col. Sebree's partner ism this experience
is now a resident of I.ouisville, and they
never meet but the recollection of that
rebate is provocative of a good laugh.-
Courier-Journal.
Boy killed-Su eide-A Reformer-
Other items.
Colored woman whose name Wait
given at Diverts' Neel Wes riot tloWn,
and belly it • rt locomotive- :me tr
Red elver trestle hist Saturday even-
ing. She wits walking the track and
tailed to ttep tom'ile a he n arena(' by
the crigibeer'it 'whistle. Iler iojtaries
were in the bark and lead and being
old anal feeble, she may tlie from them.
larkevire Chronicle.
Mr. Gabe Meredith, the 'station isgent
of time C. V. & C. railroad at Mound
City, eommitted suicide at trod place
yeeterday morning by /shooting lairuseif
the head %him It Smith awl Wesemon
revolter. Ile had been drinking heavi-
ly for the pest week, awl made two tie-
etteceettlid attempts 011 ilia lite Friday.
There hal been a &sweetie row a few
days before 1118 &lath, and this le sup-
posed conduced to the raid' act. -Padu-
cah Standar&
Juni. D. Cummine, Nesisville drum-
mer, started down the wharf 'rtireilay to
take a boat. His feet, as a means of
Ruppert, erre 1.0 good, end before ime
got vi ell on the wharf lie Was going for-
ty tulles a minute towardthe river. At
the water's edge he managed to grab a
cable-rieg and paved laititeeff • ducking.
The glide was entirely tob 11111141 for lils
nether giennents, and when lie routuleti-
to at the beat he found that the gable
end 811.1 the better part ot his troutier'is
lege were gone, which necessitated 1118
keeplog hit state-room until Dover am
reached and a ilea. pair ot pants could
be bought.- Tub.ice0 Leaf.
E I Ritchey hair been reading
Moody 'a sentient lii the Courier-Jsur.
aed they have caused a revolution
in his Head of worlily matters. Among
other things Ed lime conceived an aver-
e'en to Lancing. Not only a ill he not
dance hintse/f, but will not permit the
frivolity to g.• on about him. I.ast night
a party of fair women and brave men
a ere indulging in the light fantaetic at
a reeidence ou classic Snow 11111, when
Ed appeared upon the ecene and put all
etal to the revelry. All officer then put
Ed in the lock-up, ami dale morning he
was lined three dollars and 'teen) for lila
attempt at reformatiou.-Owetibboto Imo
quirer.
eourt ail! show litrudreds ot Silliilitr seomoo gg a toboggan oide,
eases. 'there are a great many new Soon after thid practical dettimetration
men in tile legislature at Frankfort who you could See witneruud bite's; am de-
are anxious to make themselves solid vice. of every iles2ription accumulating
with their contstituences. No better or , oti the and coasting was begun
Surer way could be suggeeted than to
earnettly advocate the pasnege of a le-
gal ralvertising law.
__ so_
PENSION THE MEXICAN VETERANS.
'Ile B111111111 i Deolue from the states and
territories wilit•ii the government wres-
ted from MeYleo duriog the war with
the latter couutry, le more than
drag to pay all of the pererioners that
are on tile lists in the departuseut Los
day. And yet how hams this government
discharged its dela to the hold volute,
Leers who carried its 11 tg in triumph
tlircugh the first SIDI only great foreign
war, and planted that deg on the dome
ot aim enemy's capitol? How has it
compeneattil the young heroes who
sprang to their anus at its call and
fought through the dense chaparals and
up the steep mountain passes in the face
of artillery and musketry ? What has
been the requital of these citiien sol-
diers whose valor called forth the admi-
ration amid pother of the greatest wilitary
captains of the age, mid added the name*
of Palo Alto, Cerro Gordo and Buena
Vista to the catalogue of victories.
As long as there was a Republican
mejority congrees every measure
whk..1) originated in that body looking
to the compensation of the veterans of
the Mexican war was defeated or so
amended as to exclude, all who served in
the conlederate army or were 111 any
way implicated in the "plot to destroy
the union." Thum over half of lhe vete-
rans who fought the battle, in Mexico
atid who gave two of the beat years of
their lives to their country were refused
a pension because they came from the
An effort is being made to enter Grecs-rionthern states. Proludii•e for the time
ville, 4. C., as one of the contesting eldesttriumphed over realism, and the voice of
in the Southern Beached' League.Justice was drowned In oectional hatred.
When finally the Denacratic party se-
cured a inajority lit the lower holier a
hill providisig for the 'Tensioning of the
Slexicau war veterans passed that In:nly
with a J as 'J Allyn 11111111)er heir'
came whippieg Joan them 11111 with a
majestic trivet', is cow wits very conetil-
erately driven in its path, and alien the
sled struck her site wait suddenly seized
WWI desire to tit dowii, suet She
gave every evidence of good iittentlott s
atul sociability was taken 011 board J.
. Stewart's lap and carried a piece
the hill, not, however, rani/ she
had made her otwietince a very cow-
like and demonstretive manner.
It occasioually happened that the oc-
cupants of the sleds became weary w Ilet)
&Wilt halt VT ay down the 1.0 they
wouls1 simply to break the moriotony,
drop spasmodically oft the rear cm!, and
contemplate the firmament. Haps and
mishaps were freqiient, but all were
emsidered from their humorous gide, the
serious side being frequently too bruieed
for coneideration. It hitt been a rang
time eince the boys had ouch a hurrah ol
a time, amid at 80 Anstalt:ions a season -
Clarksville Democrat.
When Baby wee sick, we gave her Ct starts,
When she was &Child, she cried for Castor*
When she became Mies, she clung to l'aatorta.
When ohs had Children, Wasps* them Clew*
A. W. Lewis, of Augunta, Ga., has
been in the employ of the South Caroli-
na railroad for forty-eight yesrs.
- -oes-
John Hall, colored, was rim over by a
train at Milledgeyllle, Ga., and instant-
ly killed.
'I HE N EW POSTA I, I. A IV. Marriage Lice's'. a.
Class. 11. Grace to Louisa Crick.
11 hat May lie Written or Printed Upton Juo. Word to) Sarah Jane Gamble. .
the W rappers of Nenspapers,
1'. stomater-General Dickinson has is- Mr. J. D. Russell has been visite'
-- 
—osis w see—.
Barker linsrell. t.Books and Merchandise 
4
sued a eircuisr %hick states that by a vice president of the Plante re busk, end
recent act of einigrepe the hornier laws will enter ripen time diecharge id his riu-
regarding permissible writing arid print- ties atil 80011 as lie call close out tile email
lug tit Second, third end (mirth class remnant id hp,ods he liss oli linlid. It
atforila Ila metal pleaemire to make thismatter are repealed, awl the following
rules anti regulations, ill conformity 11.1111011lierlsieeit, a lid Mr. RLI Sell.* Wally
With the provitioat ot *aid act, will ha friends, tii this i ity and throughout tide
future prevail: amid laSj ilidog emestiee will be Kiwi to
"Second Class Matter
-Matter of thia learn that he is mit to leave u.' lie Is
ow,* Khali contain iio writing, feint or °tie of mir most dereervemtly poprear hue-
hies* men, mid a ill be aii importaiit ac-
quisition to the solid 'litigation lie is to
elite r.
Attrition, Rag-Dealers.
'iit this otit anal paste it tip sight.
so that you may not get ••out-figureir
obeli; you go to buy bags. The New
ERA hits the .ole agetit•y for the a; estees-
el. IFOUBLF: ItirrT0411 Stal•FtE
the following price list :
sIxEs
Price. per Bundle.
No. I, No. 3,
'EA. Heavy. 1 ••• Special."
to  
1
lee 
2
3
4  
s;
7
111
12
14  
20  
25  
30
#
410 
SO 
85.
I (K), 
1 25
I 45
1 "0
2 00 
2 20. .... 2
2 40  2
2 60 2
3 15 
4 15 
4 50 
5 Ons 
5 50 
6 50 
7 50 
Our diecounte are larger than can be
given by any other dealer. Do not buy
hags until you have (-stint On or ad-
d resete I New Ens lass
ille, Ky.
Read the testimonials of the many
who have used las-ctopl-a, and *mild
not now tise anything else. „,
John Reed and Samuel (lunch, of
Oak Harbor, 0., say s Man-a-lin is the
only medicine that ever did them any
good.
The virtue of' Pe-ru-na is shown in
the fact that it is *quell): efficacious in
all forms of disease.
W. A. 1,ntig, the Steubenville,' 0.,
druggist, says his customers think there
Is nothing like Pe-ru
The Leaf reports a strong market
The tobacco trade of Render/3ot), N.
J , has grown trout 300.00m) mounds
marketed in 1872, to 8,802,830 pounds in
1887.-St. Louis Reporter.
From the reports I rom the varioue bur-
ley prociuchig sections, a coneiderable
portion of hurt year's crop lies been
bought up In the field
Advice to Consumptives.
Oa the appearance of the first symp-
toms, as gem:lend debility, loss of appe-
tite, pallor, chilly refutations, followed
by night
-sweats end eough, prompt
measurea of relief should be thken
Consumption is ecrofttloue disease of the
lunge; therefore Use the gre at enti-ecrof-
ulous or blood-purifier and strength-re-
storer, Dr. Pieree'e "Golden Medical
Discovery." Superior to cod liver oil
as a nutritive, and uneurpassed as a
pectoral. For weak bingo spitting of
blood, &lid kindred sffectiona, it has imo
equal. Sold by druggieto For Dr.
Pierce's treatise on consumption, sena
I() cents !n steumps. World's Dispensary
Medical Amociation, 663 Main Street,
Buffalo, N. Y.
MARKET RIEPOItTe.
HOPKINSVILLE. .
{Corrected for each issue lo. the Ieeal dealers.)
DAVOS.
Hataa-u 'notary
liania-smaar •cit • e. i
Shoulders
hole,
Bakal/ STI Ft.
Patent Flour II 5 01) In
it ••. lee Faitlit 4 60 to
Pee Frahil, 4 Mt to
tielhhata Flour Vte
Rye b lour 2 1. 1',4
Buckwheat Flour 4,  to 3
meal, per hush 080 lo
Holum), per &do Su to 26
lir la, per gat 3', to
L•itii
4 twice Leaf . io to .
t. hie ce YamIl• to, io
Co '. • Paont et..
butter, Clioiee to us) ths
Butter, Medium iu tat 1Se
Cheese 15 to kW
ESP 2,1 to
Feathers, Prime 40 tigtOr
Ft Albers. Low Grades
Beeswax 1:, (Aar
Tallow :I to fir
Genseng
kraut. per gal 15 tO
li)muey
Clean Wool 25 to
burry wool sot/six
tory Holes 0 t•• I le
Green Hides 4 to Dr
Dalai. Fault',
„t Nile 7tolic
Peaches, peeled 12% to tic
Peaches. unpt eled 7to tie
rt 11.0 a‘liClin.
sapling t lo%er 3 24 to
Steil Clover 3 te t ,
run shy a 00 to
Orchard Gram 1 it° to 1 II
Heil Top Mc
Blue Gres• 1 00 tor I 25
Vilitte seed Oats 45 to 50
Black Set,' li•ts 45 to IV
FIAT AND Vitali.
Bean, per huse. 
 171, to 20
Boiled Meat .. . se to
Timothy Hay, per hund ett . lao to
Clover Hay, per hundred 7. to .
Mixed Hay, " et to
Com*
In Ear
Shelled 1110 to ..
OATS.
No. 2 Mixed, per bushel . 43 lobe
White, per bugriel . . Iso to
Pot- LTsiV.
Chickens, live, tier doz 2 Seto 3 00
Chickens, dressed, per lb 8 to 10
lintels. 5 to 10
t.etoie ft to 10
Turte3s 8 to 10
WINKIT.
No. 2., Red 76 to
" •• laotgberty 76 to
" 3 Wheat .. to to
Controlling mearkets lower on grain end pro-
v 'stone (
LOU SVILLIC.
ICer-esteit forevere twee from :h daily pa.
pen of the day btfore
l'itiL.:.•eul gni .°SsNiih, :. :U.711! rf V 2 to
It to 12
Sii, to
Lard, 4 li.oce Leaf
34 to
V to S1S
FI:ur,Piatue,nialrd
. Prime steam
•••••• 4 4'1,11.,..ro; eche: Yrna li i i I 3,
: 0203 wto 45 w7 i
to
a to
Meal, per hbl
" Buckwheat
••• Rye 
:45 zu 02155 ur ot ci, 45 0050, 51
6 76 to* 00
:I 76 to 4 01
tHrointligi.ny..`" 11
IliAsir'sAna.npe5;It oED.
1 25 to
tO CO to
t'ornoteal, bolted. per IGO ibe
Cor8T1IT PaotICTI.
l holes Straw " ••
1,11.1iety,..filumltitedlay..peir
 
!on ..
But.t5r,Lpit.tificuCmuuntry
. Clot er " '•
. A Itlerny 
13 50 toe 15 00
12 tO to 13 00
6 001:oto 4 0,02
30 to
hp ts lIA
to
Ego
Cout:try Beans 
130:: lot: I 0
Feat2.ters, 1:,,nrainyextexticte 
134,30,46 wimo 2 )00
TGaelulmowng 114:w..gr.ade4
2 i to
Kik"esranwt al.. 
1 75 tO 1 SO
Ho.i.wy,Ni'hiritiecLet dseb 6 35°71 trot, I° °C
WOOL •at) Hints.
Wool, Kentucky Fleece 21 to 21
" flurry SoUtlierti 11 to 15
" Burry Kentucky 17 to Is
•• lilacs 114 to SO
•• Tubwashed fe to 36%
Hides, Prime Flint • 14 to
" 'Dry Sialthnl 10 t 1 )1
"' Green salted 61,i to 7
". Kips and Calf • • ts
•• Green II to
" Butehers wool skins 70 to I 01
" Lambs 40 to 00
Live STOCK.
Cattle. Good 10 extra shippi-g $4 0,1 IA 1 ao
I.ight -hipping a 75 1.0,4 00
Good to extra oxen S (10 to 3 75
common and rough oxen 2 L-0 tO 3 00
Bulls 100 to 1 04
Light stockers II i0 to 2 IA
Feeders 2 73 tell 73
Best butchers S 21 to 4 26
Medium to g coil butchers 
- II NI to 3 SO
common to medium butchers 2 20 to 3 00
Thin, rough storm, poor CON it and
scalawags .... ..... I SO tO 2 00
Ibigs, I hmee packing and tottachers 6 SO to 6 BO
Yam tore) I butchers ... .... . 1 PO tog 40
Light me hum butchers .. . I SO to 5 25
shoats .. . . 4 00 to 4 75
Sheep aud Lambs, Fair to goon
shipping . , _°. 4 00 104 50
t •ommtn tantalum ,. . 1 Oa to 2 50
Extra Lambs . . . .. 4 ID to 6 OD
Common to med.um limos . 3 60 ti 4 04
John C. Judson, foreman of the Se-
ntinel', Ga., Morning News job office,
is dead. lie was a native of Hartford,
Como
Miss Katie Putnam, the actress, laid
Gm corner-stone of the new theatre in
Augusta, Ga., on Wednesday.
Children Cry
FOR PITCHER S
astoria
Centaur Liniment is the most wonderful Pain-Curer
the world has ever known.
Thelisitnatt144171.1111.141tha th•
tn five a gunner Unlit. and
at les Ant hal hour s exper.enone In
• at,rm ends to hoi aorr. that it Is
hardly • better protection than a mos-
quito netting, not mil feels charnned
at being so bady tato n Nut IOW
Mos tf he does nnt exactly like
ti+++.1.4+81V+4.41.14tl nit..r the man waltha
at*k) a garment thet wilt Kim
h dr) in the hardest storm. It is
cadni TOWEHM P1SH DLLS 110
sLICKEIL,- a name Otwiliaree eigary
cow t• y ogeg thetas&
the re et Wed W
Coat a. ow• e• Fish Brasil =1.:11.•
Alt tn-r the". FIS11 BRA ND" Sticitita ' • • ;Mir seersleeper
.1 Ant not hs•ethe Piss MusD. lie,lfnrcaginriptiyecatakwu.. A..! St., Hostess. Mass,
IS to 14e
13 to 14c
* .
Ili .
Baptist Missiona.y Meeting.
Home-A lecture by Rev. J. II. Eager
this (Friday: evening at 7 o'clock at
the peptist church. Seats free and all
denominations Invited. r)n Saturday
and Sunday the various 111186i01111 will
be discussed. Among the speakers from
a dietatice, the Rev. Dr. J. B. Solomon,
ot Zion, is expected. Motors. W. W.
Ware, Jtio. B. Trice, R. M. Andereon,
T. C. Ilanbery anil I,. P. Payne will
gladly arrange for the entertainnient of
all vieltore.
McEirees Wine of Croalui is for sale
by the following merchants! in Chrittian
County.
H. B. Garner, Hopkinsville, Ky.
G. E. Gaither,
Hopper Alt. Son,
.1. H. A rmietemel,
iifton Coal Co,
W. II. Nolen,
W. H. Martin,
M. B. Miller.
6 4
TOBACCO NEWS.
•••
75
sr)
10
30
55
00
20
50
T !IA.:BF:Ill K sIlltiER
1-31Ertiaber3r
- 
—PROPRIETORS—
Formerly of linpkins,,Ilc Wareltotole. ltitilr -tati street. licto eel •nd Hopkins, tile. IV,.
sterol •ttention given to sampling ant selling al i l'otteero conolgued to us. 1, beret aa-
v•nces on Toblteno 1H d,,re. Good quar.ers for WIMP* and country's.
W. G. WHEELER W H. \ON, It sot 
-keeper JOHN Di. MILLS
WHEELER, MILLS & CO.,
Tob3cco Warehousemen, COMIlliSq011 ftlerchints and Grain Dealers,
sEvEsui AND R. R eTS., HUPKINSVILLE, KY.
Liberal Advances on Consignments A'l Toltitceo sent us owed 11 Insurasee.
NAT G 17111,1: NI r 
.1 K. 1..4NT. *man
CANT & GAITHER COMPANY,
01.1111.-11)1(,-
11,1 1Tarselacsuese.
Tobacco nod W Ke•t HOPkigl•Viiin. Ky..
J W McGaughey, Pre.odent. Director.: It. Nitrify, id 11 It Wee, G Sehree, T
6:1111091, Lipstine, A. ti. Rosati's.
TOE
Merchant Tailors.
Opera Building. No. 108.
FLOATINC SOAP
THE CHIEF
For th• Beth, Toilet and Laundry.
Snow W hite arid Absolutely Pure,
If yonr diluter does not keep White Cloud Soso
'end al cents for sample cake tO the nal...
JAS. S. KIRK &
CHICAGO.
A 1 entS )Alapted
vertised
Advance
eel..
kbown.
their
tone
t•-r
agency.
s h,,
undoubted
17;,..1,::(`,:try4
Iota
price.
witeher,
::1:1:Yrit77:1;11..at4-
111.a.alber. ad-
in the t armors'
last 3ear, and
bra Ied is here:ref
Darrners and
bons biting
cannot use it toPtrt!
advantage than in teas
ti• arm owners
establleh the fact 01
mires' tst.iity,
ro:asiteir.
,,f 25 nr 51) machines al
giving their note al
In settlement of in-
on trial, tan liberal
NI's, M. Lao* /46
.
-
,.:;,•11.-
vsk,,N, ..„.V:t -
16'''"'''' -"` i '4" r
chant, can purchase
tbe I..west wholesale
90 date, without interest
votoisi. I ship aample
terms. Is rite for particulars
J WORTH,
bleotion this paper.
Statement
CITY
D ECEM
Notes and
Debt III
Due from
Ranking
Sight Exchange
Comb &
Capital
Surplus
Undmided
Indtv idUal
Due to
Inenrasee
Set settle
Dan:lean
No unclaimed
nt* fling
Sworn
1887.
Hopkinsville,
Bills
Stilt
l'.
House
este
Stork
Ford
Banks
Sauey
No.
over
to
.
of the Condition
I I f
At the Clime
BER
BANK
_
of Business
31ST,
of the
Ky.,
-1887.
OS
91 2":4,611 51
S.
!ten
111E11.01FgrEll..
Discounted, 4 MOW;
248.61
Treimorv . 1,500.00
A Furniture, 8,675.00
67,140 01
e. =dell 91 105 159
374,5'1 .611
LIBIBILITIEB.
Profits
1)rth.t,ItOre
Account
15
five
before
Tat
..
deposits
years.
E. B.
me.
.
LONG,
{MOW 00
32.1500 0,
1.116 36
176.127 74
71.6 42
1.216 Oft
SOO 00
2.400 Oa
re-
Ass't Cashier.
.
December,
C. C
this Stet day of
L. H. PETRICK,
Notary Public
TRe
Notes
Office
Real
Stocka
Sight
Cub
Capital
Individual
Due
Dividend
Contingent
Subscribed
day
Estate
Exchange
on
other
of
DECEMBER
and
Furniture
and
Hand
stock
No.
Dots
STATEMENT
-ofpiaoter,s
Of
the
Hopkinerille,
condition of _
Iy.,
31sT, 1887.
Balk
$ 173.61116
2,0116
1.11S1
1.600
44
64.425i
a 9
44
31
44
011
ilie tal
ts
Bine
for
Bond.
Depositon
Banes
28,
Fund
tool
tuber.
RESOUNICE11.
Discounted
Deld
. `
8 241,567 64
s 77 000 00
107.150i 37
2.007 al
3.010 ft
1 WI II
GE a 01LITI Ks.
..
th is da y
W . L. TRICE,
5 3141.667 ta
Cashier.
me, this 30
( C
sworn to before
18s7.
IRA L SMITH,
Notar IlAntlIc
-
SEMI-ANIMAL
-of
Bank of
DEC.
_ _
the toe•imon
., ..,.... 
Hopkinsville,
31,
____
STATEMENT
of the-
4887.
_ .
Loans and
Heal Vstate
Banking House
1 a••11
Sight P. A,hange
t novel stock
surpius Fund
Due Banks
Due Depaitore
Dividends
Divideati No
•
sub•eribeil
January 21,
,
,
Discounts
Tor
1.141111.1TIEg.
Unpaid
4.5
J.
gamer NICER .
I'll
Debt
.
VIS9.747 4)
11.8147 Ott
15.ten 90
02.047 0611
KOS 6r
• • 8 ;Mete
"."...'
79
this
E.
day,
NePHEKSON,
sworn
J P.
3 350.000 00
2,5.000 oti
mem 01
231.451 lit
10'5 00
7.500 i 0
to before
BRADEN,
Notary Pubbc
I 630,2510
Cashier.
me, tles
C. C
and
Isati.
_
BENEVOLENT
1101•111/18TLILIt
ansan
Lodge nieete
Thompson Hloct.,
month.
ORIENTAL
Thomas
Stated convocations
month at Masonic
MOORE COMMAN
Sr. Kt.
Mosta 4th Monday
Hail.
- - -.
• A. SI.
Sri *Wry
hi 00,,•At
0.. A. H.
of each
E. T.
t.
at Masonic
_
SOCIETIES.
LODelt. No. ST, A. 7.
Hopper, W. N.
at Masonic Hall.
erill5 Monday aigin
CHAPTER NO. 14.,
lksInaan, II P
Id Monday
Hall.
DERV NO.11,
Thos. Rodman. E.
in each month
ROYAL ARCANUM, HOPE I s 8 VI LLIS COMO
CIL, NO, lie
Jos. 1. Landes, It sett.
meets as a5d rth Thurada)s each month al
J. I. Landes' office.
MOAVON COLtiCit.NO.SCHUSILN FRI EN lis
M. Liiiistine, Chief Counmelor.
Kassa at 1.0. O. F. Hall, Id and 4th Monday as
seek month.
CHRISTIAN LODGE, NO. 890, E. Ot H.
R. M. Anderson, Dictator.
Moets 1st aul Itrd Tuesday to saes mos h at
IL M. Ander...m.6 Hall.
EV KittatiEN
Lodge meets
ery month at
ENDOWMENT
Meets 3,1 Monday
andenion's Hall
KNIGHTS
Meets the lat
n baeement
thureh
LODGE. NO. Sti, E. OF P.
A. II . Clark, C. C.
the VI and 4th Thursdays in e••
Howe's Hall,
RANK, R. or P.
L. R. Davis. Pree•t.
in every month lit It Al.
Of THS GOLDIKS U*00.
V. W. Crabb, N. C.
and 3d PrIdays in each month
of Cumherland Preaoyeeriaa
,
ANCIENT ORDER OF UNITED WORK DI /IN.
W. H. Lee, M. W.
Time of meeting, sit •ntl 4th Tumidity. at -
Camy, Bun te Ga.'s olt-e.
GREEN RIVER LODGE, NO. 64, 1. 0 0. tr.
A.S. Caldwell. N. G.
Sleets every Friday night at 0. 0. Ir. 11111.
MOW! sItc•itriotter. NO. IL I. t.t.
F. F Henderson, C. P.
Lodge meeta lat and td Thursday sights al I.
0 t) F. 11 all.
ORDER OF THE IRON HALL.
John Mos) on, P. t . J.
Meets 4th Wednetslay in each month at John
Morayon's
FLORES( K 1.01/GIC. No 27, DAUGHTER,/
OF,LtEREK A.
Meets Ir 1 Monda Diehl at I. I) F 11211
COLORED LODGES.
Meets lat and 3.1 Monday evening la
month, f it'clock, at their lodge room,
ings at Lower prices this season than ever. street. second story over 'looser and Osere building R. Pnrrodent; tied
Mannington, Ky. ; see, seems,
FREEtiou 1.0DGE, NO. 71, U. B. I.liamOridge, Ky. Newest patterns, latest styles and pPrfect a
Meets 1st •nti ard Tneallay WOK is Poetel"aCrofton. Ky. 
ourt street. E. II :Waft, W. II; 1.. S.Pembroke, Ky. guaranteed. Buckner, Secretary.
11 14
UNION BEN EA OLENT sot 11sTv.Elegant stock of FALL and WINTER Suit-
-ot.egeeorgetelosaemems`weese--wmagelearsaasowoe'sreeemesoe000soarzwisvagoostos64.e,o‘a..
e-"aebeAtewfeetaresoai,petTeveeeene.,
A
•
Alf
els
S•-•
•••
_ -ae•
*VI
".7tAg.
-.....
..„
"
*see.* .•'• • :
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THENEW ERA.
-PUBLISiliCO IT-
Vs. Era Printing and Publishing
II A YEAR.
RIGIAY. JANUARY 21. 1888.
Vend! gocuotttoe.
W hest is still on the tivelii e.
Co. Taxes to the amoula of $3,000Yr 1+387
are 3 Cl unpaid.
Go tit A. G. Buell for hootet;11 shoes
and save money.
Charley Ander-tent is up ein after a
spell of pickny**.
Mr. John 0.. Rust has beet' very ill
for the past week.
To Subscribers.
The date with your
name printed on the
margin or wrapper of
your paper show s wh
your paid subscription
expires. If not renew-
ed, your paper will be
stopped on the 1st day The jeilor'e bill next spring will ....-
of the month succeed-°'i'h
pay it.ing that date.
There is a eutticietio of gnme on the
4pine ants groctetll.
• E•te. Tinsley will hold his met rescue
lar court ou March 1301.
Oweirteporo is takilig steps Co cele-
Xtesliardigras on Feb 13111.
l'Ite leading jeweler arel most reliable
e atch-rnaktr is M. D. Kelly.
I here was another coursiug party
Friday night In Sharp's field.
the &Vert. But the people mulct
- msrket. The hunters have teen euc-
ceetiful.
PUT l'P 'YOUR 111)48 in paper sacks,
Joel McPherson is in the city. i which yi Ai can buy at this dike cheaper
Jule W Info er. f t *Ay. was in town Imlay than any where eiee.
Logan relator 41 %letting his father's family
Jesse Evans, of Howell, waste town Monday.
D. J. Mel lenition of Howell, was intone Tue.-
M.'s. Mary Hsrnea .s vieiti g her son, B. W.
H•rneti.
tor Howard, of Clarksville, was in the city
Friday.
Mr. Joe t. irnette, .1 Cask y. w m in the eity
Monday
J. B. Lawler. col Tre.ntoos, was in the city
Tut-etas%
Frank Cox. of Newstead, vs as in the city.
Tuesday.
Mr. Daa Whitaker of tasty, re in town
Weeder.
Teat Rivet of toiarritsburg, was in the city
Tuteolay.
Mr. H. Frankel left Friday for his home in
Cum:neat'.
Mr. Wen. S. Minims. sit A larks% Me, was in the
city Saturday.
Mr. W. nittale.on, of Elkton. was in the
city Saturday.
.raine4 T. to emits, of Hen:wits:own, was to
the city Saturday.
Moore Annie and Minnie McKee were
.n the ci'y this week
His. Etemie Pinkney, of Leuisv tile, is rival!' ir
Mrs. Fraser cm Ttli street.
Mr. Ben Butireous of New Providence, Tenn.
was in the itty this week.
Rev. .1. W. Ingham will preach at
Shiloh church, at 11 o'clock a. in. next
Sunday, January 29th.
Mr. John Skeiten, an old citizen,
while walking on the street Saturday,
fell anti fractured his et liar bone.
Mr. L. Jacobs has opened
iteetelielanent lii the Hopper block. His
(Imlay occupy the rooms above the
store
Mr. W. S. 'Rogers, who we: t trout
title coutay to Ozark, Mo , last spring,
is back at hie home in the neighborhood
of Crofton.
A party at the residrece of Mi. Clark
Sharp, on Jesup Avenue, Tuesday even-
ing was eitio3rd very much by those
who attended.
Among the pensioits granted by the
buiesti at Washington, Wednesday, was
one to Sarbsra A , widow of John L.
Griffith, Hopkinsville.
There was • large and Well-pleased
audience at the Chrietian church Satur-
day night to firer Benrd. lliuslra-
fl It. T. Petree isis Fran fort on busi- Dime were well received.
nese before the Legoilaturs
Mr. Frank Decker and wife, of Louis-
ville, are at the PI WIDE. Mr. Decker
Is a bright newspaper man and is here
in the interest of the (.ommercial.
Jae) W. l'syne returned Saturday from a p o-
feesional trip to sprint' fle'd, Tenn.
cll. Frank A reeptrong, a popular c minercial
evangelist, was is the city Tuesaay.
Mrs W. V. Bre,•-gh returned Tbutieley
ft' .rn a irotrneted visit to New York.
Mr. J. M. Howe and w.fe left Tuesollsy for a
trip of several weeks through Florida.
Mr. A, I.. t arter, a thrifty planter of the
Longview precinct, was in the city Imlay.
Benj. Whitloek, a prominent farmer of the
Lteigstew vicinity, was in the city Mon . as.
Miss Pettit+ Sixties:et lett Tiles ay retorting
for Louisville. to &Heti! the Moody meeting....
W. C. Bell, representing B. II. Cooke, '
Nashville, visited his father's family Sunday.
Mr. Win. Mitchell and family left Tuestlay
NNikightf,,r Pa's, Ky., where they will in futiare
reilkje.
Mise Latham. Mies Fetrecca Lathan, and
Miss I arc iesllocre left Thursday morning for
New Tor t.
Mr and Mre..las. H Anaereon •nol daugh-
ter. Jeanie, of Hartrord. Ky., are molting Mr
Italie)" Waller.
Mr. JO4 IleCarroll, Hopkinsville, has been
'letting relatives in this city, this week.-
Lebanon Enterprise
Mrs. hr T. W. Blakey left yes'erday for
Wi storgtos, Ca_ to make a visit of .5veral
weeks tuber sister. Mrs. Gen. Heard
Mew Emma Wheels'', of llopkinsville, left
Wednesday mor•ing for Paducah, after a very
pleaglint emit of two weeks with her sister, Mrs.
brane--Clarksville Democrat
hilse Fifa R. Fierce, of Nashville, who has
toe • visiting M:ss Julia %treble for tome days.
retuned to her home Friday morning accom-
panied by Miss Julia, who n ill lie her guest
several weeks
see-
Market Report.
A good and reliable ruaket report ap-
t ears iii this lemur, ghieg the figures in
the Louisville as well as the local mark-
et. TIIIS will be a feature of the N Ner
Ea hereafter rod our readers may rely
upon it as being correct.
Teachers of the Public Sehoels.
The 40 per cent. of the public sthool
fend doe the corium:ea schools of Chris-
tian ooteity ainoutaing to over $10,000,
lets bee!' received anti is now reedy for
disbursement. F. H. Illt14SHAW,
Comity Superintendent.
The Gas Company Orgailzed.
The stockholders of the Hopkinaville
Ras and Oil Company met Saturday
eyening anti organised by elect hoc Judge
It T. Petree, Dr. W. G. Wheeler, M. D.
*elly, J. M. Howe, and Prof. M. L.
Lipecoab am directors. Judge Petree
was elsoi &riled president and Prof,
Lipscomb secretary sod treasurer of the
company. Several bit's for boring are
already liiseti the directors will wait
ottly a ettort lime for more. The bids
made are very low and the work can be
done new for about one-half what it
a otild have cost last seaeon. It le ex-
pected that a well will be sterWd in a
few week..
-So
Lanai' Capers.
There will be Lao eclipses of the moon
this sear. One early in the evening of
Siturdny, Jemiary 28 b, lied the other
late in the evening of July 22 iii. The
eclipse Of the 25th will be visible in this
vicinity from the time the moon rises or
eb tut 3 p. in. wail the end of the
eclipse at *beta 8:40 p. in., central time.
The eclipse will already have beguti
When the moon rises on the 28th, in fact
Minim: the enure surface will have been
covered by the earth's shadew. Fite
times of the several phases of the eclipse,
expreeseti In rennet time, or that of me-
ridian 90 degrees its near as can be cal-
culated are as follows:
Torsi plinee beglue about 4:58 p. in.
Middle of eviipee 
_5:47 p.
Toted phase end' 6:36 p. in
Xelipse ends s :39 p. in.
•
4 ?triter Citiiee's DeN!b.
Mr Curtis Wood, uncle of Dr. B. S.
Wood of this city, died at the residence
of W Mi. Mason Tueeda e morning in
the eighty•seventh year of hie age. Mr.
Wood was one of the obitott citizens of
this county arid was the tint clalti born
Ii Hopkineville. Ile was a good and
ueeful citizen and leaves a large circle
of friends awl menet:Hoes who regret
his death Ile was full of reminiscences
I f earlier days sled iti* memory was
Store bowie Of is.citit tits. When elicit
Melo IA this roily silently into the real-
ties of death we realize that we are fast
losing the links that boultd us to the
poineer day s. Written history can
never impress the young wind as the
parrative that (allot from the lips of a
veiterab'e old man who has lived,
moved tind acted hie part in the stirring
scenes-that he relates.
- • •411,1.--
Peeple Talked About.
Herman Cox wears a back eye from
the effects of a coasting accident.
E. P.trinpbell, as president of the
Bank of Hopkineville, is the right man
In the right place.
r• tjeo. O. Thompson, though putt
hie three score and ten, is as full of cl-
ergy and the spirit of progress as any
flung nein in Hopkineville.
Dr. B. e Wood exercised his beauti-
ful stallions tor sleigh Tlittretley after'.
noon.
J01111 Feland, Jr , is a rising young
man, and hid friends expect to see him
fill a high aud honorable pooltion.
Will Hay s, of Deunition, Tex , was in
the city Ebro abeeit Will id an out flop-
irineeille boy awl hie Mende in this city
were glad Co see him once more.
Jae. T Davis, better known as "Old
Rip," has moved his shop itao the
hotwe on Seventh street tormerty occu-
pied by Mr.Witty as a meat shop.
Fox FENT -A cottsge on Maple
street, recently vacated by John W.
Pa) re, five geod rooms, cellar, per-
mits room, citable, coal-house etc. Ap-
ply to JOHN W. P•Yelt or F. L. W•L-
LER.
Griffin Russ, arrested on a charge of
bunting a barn near Pembroke last
week, was brought before Judge Brash-
er Monasy. Neither side being ready,
for a trial, the case was COM inued until
Thursday.
exercises at the 3 ()Ling peoples
meeting Friday evenieg were very iii-
ter-sting and Instructive. Gabe Camp-
bell's remarks were earnest and appro-
priate and came from the depths of a
warm young heart.
ENWNE FOR SALE -We have fur sale
a first-class steam engine, sow at weik
iii tide office. We wara to put in a gate
engine and will sell this one at a bar-
gain. Call ally day but l'Iteetlay and
Saturday and see it run.
Mies Conroe White and Mr. Rndeit
Wilkenson, both of Memphis, were mar-
ried in that city Wednesday at 3 o'clock
p. in. The bride ia well known in Hop-
kiniville, having In queittly vieLed bier
sister, Mts. C. M. Latham.
Mr. 'I'. J. Weaver, a prominent farmer
of Lafayette, delivered a hegshetti of to-
bacco to Haucock Fraser it lisgehile
Thursday which lie heti hauled ty
miii s bn a sleigh. He carried back •
load of coal in the same manner.
Mr. A. G. Bush is having the store
lately occupied by Mr. Mitchell reinosi-
e/ed ant! w ill tit it up with every roll-
veilient e tool linproveineut essential to a
first-claes shoe store. He will move
into the house about February lot.
As TO P•eltit BAG*, we can .down
them all. W•e have exclusive coterie t
of the best double bott quare bag
made. We herolle the • -extra heavy"
acid the -specittl" and our discount is
greater th..n any hotly e:Se can give.
Saturday n.ornieg the seitch engine
rail a box car not, the rear end of the
plaitter's wen-house, epposite the
passenger depot. The buildieg wa-
coneiderably damaged, having a large
hole el bald Hitt ugh the brick *ell.
At •he meeting of the directors of the
Firet National it Mg' Friday night Mr.
Painter Graves wes elected caellier of
quit institution Mr. Graves is a de-
serving young man anti is thoroughly
competent to fill the respottrible posis
Lion.
The member* of the celored N. E
church in Olt city took their pastor,
Rev. Palmer. by surprise Friday night
and 111,1°8dt-if into lilt 'sentry a generous
supply of dubetaraiale lit the way of et!'
hies. The preacher was duly grateful
and the donors were propertiona-ody
happy.
OoN'T GaT 1.11‘Vr ON 8•04 by bus lug
"speciale" at "standard" card rates.
There's a big tilfference when you come
to figure it out. We give a "straight"
discount on each net and sell you
"straight goods," chestier than y 011
buy elite-wit, re.
*1 he stock of got tie at Beverly belittle.
Ing to Rob't Undies- has tweu attached
by N. C Forbes it Bro., of this city.
Ile liabilities are $1.800 The attach-
ment was issued Wednesday and the
sheeiff proceeded at once to take an in-
voice of the stock.
Win. Bell, son of Mr. Linsley Bell,
.lied at the rtetlence of the latter Fri-
day morning after a protracted illness.
He haul long been suffering with con-
sumption and his death ITU no sur-
prise. tie WIL4 about thirty-two years
of age. Hie remains wen interred in
the city cemetery.
John Williams,a young man employed
in the livery stable of Mr. L. I.. Buck
tier, met with a serious accident Thurs-
day while sleighing with a 3 oung bely.
The sleigh was overturned anti Mr.
Williams' elioulder was dislocated. '1'lle
accident is very painful but will result
In no racing injury.
"Michael Strogoff" will be presented
at the opera house Saturday night. Thie
is one of the tineat spectacular drained
that has ever been presented in Hop-
kinsville. To produce this play a com-
pany must carry a great deal of special
scenery, as there are fifteen changes.
Thirty people are required to produce
it.
Mr. A. R. Perkins, one of the *ding
grocers of this city, died at his residence
"Livy" flue span and sleigh on the Princeton road just without the
eted considerable attention out the city limits Friday at noon. His illiteas
te during the eleighleg twason. was very brief, having been confined to
Mr. 'Com Jones, the proprietor of the his room but two days, and his friends
mai/1310th dry goods house. Is well post- were little prepared for the sad news of
ed in ail the various branches of the dry his death. Several children survive
goods trade.
WI% s. A large sleighieg party consist-
t g of isies anti gentlemen left the
city behind a tour-horse team and elt-
toyed a moonlight ride over the frozen
snow. Another party with sleds red
skates repaired to the °It! Sharp field,
where a long sloping bill afforded a
splendid cuersing ground. 'the moon
reflected from 'he frt zen surface of the
snow, made it as light as (lay awl Leto
liOUT8 of solid fut: was the reward.
Several accidents bate ened upon the
grounds but nothing of a serious nature.
The organization of the Natural Gas
Company was a step in the right direc-
tion, and the progneeive citizens who
are at the head of it deserve the encour-
agement of every business man in Hop-
kinsville. They have carefully weighed
the chances and are confident that gas
does exist in large qualitities around
this city. Should their , trate be re-
warded with success, the telvantsgee
that would be thus given to ilopkine-
ville can not be overestimated. Cheap
fuel and cheap lights mire the greatest
inducements a city can ellsr to those
seeking a location.
On Saturday night Jain 2$ w iii be
presented for the lust time in this city
the great 510 etscular drama Michael
Stroguff, tineer the management of
Chas. L. Andrews. IVIterever it has
been presented the public and press ars-
united in prohotineing it a grand suc-
ceed butts as regards the drama and the
special featurt s It re Tares a carload
of scenery amid 30 perticipsitte to pro-
duce it. The scenes are narrowly re-
alistic and highly instructive. The
play is adapted In in Jules Vernelt
story and those who are familiar with
Clue Sty le of this graphic writer recog-
nise in the devoted servant of the User,
tire ideal of the author.
The Louisville Times prints a pc ore
of Mr. E. G. Set ree, the repreeentetive
of Christian county, Anil adds this
plimentary Notice:
The youog than on the Republesii
side who balweit pi test] in pit-Won to
put OD scollops, it his bent was that way,
is Mr. E.G. Sebree, of Cluj:tibia But
Mr. Sebree le not that kind of 111411. lie
is thoroughly practical. and in matters
of importarice anti montria is etticey
businette. Though a new 111eliiher, he
wes placeil tot Die jud ic in ry committer,
a most eomplitnetitary eppoitaisieta, aluti
was also put on other iniportartt coM-
initters. his, by all precedents, !mikes
Mr. Seteoe leader of the ttepublicalt side,
and whenever attytitiog of a pi.rty char-
acter comes up lie will, no doubt, be
found lit the front. Ile is very popular
with both parties, as was attested this
morning when the first bill he effered
we et through by an almost unanimous
vote, although it cell ol for money front
the State. Mr. Sebree is just thirty,
neither homely nor lintoldome, a kinder
betstixtantl-between grade. Ile is ris
plain as an old shoe in Ids general get up,
but loves good living anti has it. His
term in the legislature 14 somewhat in
the notion of rt creation, for at
home he repreeeut* the manage:lie t of
large tanning intereete both in Teti hand
Christian, coal milting interests in Hop-
kins, a street car in Henderson, and
runny matters of leof nonnent. Ile has a
wife and two children, Slid is n repie-
tentative Keittucky gentlemen lit every
settee of the Nord.
STATIC OF OHIO, CITY OF 'I 01.51501
LUCAS COUNTY,
Frailk J. Cheney inakee oath that. he is
thg seitior partner if the firm el F. .1.
Cheney it don g 1.. s ill the
city of Toledo, County a: d State metre-
said, and that suit tine will pay the
slim of One Hundred Dollars for mil
and every case of Catarrh that CaIl tiOt
be cured by the use of Hall's Catarrh
Cure.
Frank .1. Cheney.
Sworn to before me and subscribed
In my presence, thie tith day of De-
cember, A. D. '86.
, A. W. I. A SON,
I4KA } Notary Pnblic.
Hall', Catarilt Cure is taken int?r-
nal ly and acts directly upon the blood
and mucus surfaces of the system.
Send for teetitnonials, free. F. J.
I Cheney it Co., Toledo, O.
gerSolil by Druggists, 75 cent*,
Otto Delon Dead,
Mr. Otto Datum died at hie room on
Seventh street, about 10:30 o'clock
Wednesday tnornieg. Ile had been
sick for about ten dayd with j itnelice
anti had iseen faithfully attended by Dr.
Newland. Mr. Delon had been a resi-
dent of Hopkiraville for fifteen years
nearly hail ot which time lie haul been
employed by Mr. F. Schmitt. lie was
about forty-eight years old and unmar-
ried. We understand titat he had no rel-
atives in Amerce.
a serious nature.
Mr. W.Ii. Dlhloiu was called by tele-
gram Sunday to Glaegow to attend the
burial of his mother, Mrs. Loreua Dillon,
who died at the asylum in.Hopkitiet ilte
the previous night end ells- take,: to
Glasgow for interment: The decensed
was seventy years old and for }ears a
useful Christian woman. Ilr. Diibouu
lute , our sincere ist inpatity in this tire
saddest of all bereavements.-Elliton
Progress.
The I. & N..Railnetti Will sell tickets
to Louisville from title place Tuesday,
January 25t1t, and Saturday, Februsty
4th, at our fare for the round trip.
Parties purchasiug ticket,' can leave et
the rally morning trent slid spend titre.
days in ituuieville, returning ott the fifth
day er south r. This will give every
one au i opportunity to beer the great
eyangeliet, Moody. For further 'tattoo-
ation call oil local sgent, or Bassett it
Co.
Congressman Waelt!figton has °bonned
a mail service on the Clarksville, Hop-
kinsville arid Nap It vine secommodethoi,
giving one more mail in each direction
once a day between 111 hi ill and
Nashville. Thom. F. Fowler, of Nseh-
ville, has been appointed clerk on this
run. Tido route will be of much con-
venienee to our people who weet to
communicate with points south of Guth-
rie by the morning train.-Clarksville
Tobacco Leaf.
A most charming entertainment of
the week, notable both for its novelty
and many other pletteent features, eas
the "Oreoge fete" given Tuesday after-
no in by Mrs. S.A. Young in honor of
Mrs. E. G. Sebree, of hopkiiieville.
'lite house was handsomely decorated
for the occaeion, the tablet stet furoi-
titre being beautitully draped in orange
ribbon. 'rhe gilests sat down to a mag•
niticent repast, the table being laden
with every did) and delicacy one could
Wish. A band of music contributed
further to the pleasure of the competty.
morning. still in hie buggy, cold in
-Henderson Journal.
death. is 'mother sad w lolling tog
Y""luir Pe°P.e o. Otter who imbibe too freely. '1 lie tie-the city soillit eintisonwitt in various
ceased was well knowit tit this county,
having limed in the Montgomery neigh-
borhood for a number 01 years -Gediz
The Nk-W Etta tieing misinformed got
the tisete of rhe deceitsed confounded
with diet of Mejor II, M. Ricketta and
published the (teeth ot the hitter gentle-
.
PREI ERRED LOCALS.
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FOR SALE.
My two farms of 253 and 147to acres,
two and fll half and three anti a half
miles from HopkInsville, also my house
with two acres east-heti, three lots on
Lovier street or two on Fourth were,
a goesl two story business house on Main
Street. All the above property will be
sold on the best of terms. I will also
sell a one half interest lit tuy livery hue-
thefts SO sonic good 111411 WLIO his'
44 Willi( to give the le sieees Itis uuuttil-
viheui attention. J. M
Before buying yonr perfumery call
and examine our stock, ae we are just in
receipt at the finest imported extracts
ever sold in this market. anti imported
direct front Paris. ('all and examine
and you will be sure to buy.
Bt CXNER Lit•VELL.
BRAN AND OATS,
Corn and Hay,
Staple aulrauyherin,
Limberger and Sweit-
zer and Pure Cream
Cheese, Sour Kraut,
Mackerel.
Oysters in bulk re-
ceived daily. We keep
our own wagon and de-
liver at all hours of the
day. We also deliver
coal oil. Give us a call.
Anderson & Tate.
Nos. 10-14, Virginia St.,
bet. 6th and 7th.
Just Received
a large end elegeht l's-l of Soolonery.
We toot suit the moat fad'iPiloilo taste.
Every style imegitothle, and the very
litte-t in box peper. Ladies are Spey's!.
ly invite 1 to cell and eX.Irti inn our stock.
ButgNr.n et.I.L.
Public Sale Of Land.
Oft Mimilay Feb. o.ithu, 1Ssei, I t% Ill of-
for sale at public auction. at the court-
house door lit Hopkineville, Ky., 108t,
acres of lentl situated on the Wept Fork
of Pond River, belonging to the estate
of Thos. It Stevens &c.d. 'terms,
credit of twelve montite.
GEO. II. 31 VERS.
Adru'r with will annexed.
Don't fail to examine the flee line of
Toilet Soaps, ell the way from 5c. to
50c. a enke at Buckner Leavell's.
DEC, 1st 1887.
We Have Been on Top
A long time, now we
tumble through the
bottom.
Reed, rementher. take ad vltiu tage tuf
mir greet SAC It I ("ICE SAL E to in tke
it e'en,' sweep iwfore the Holloleve-
Note these sotil-eti-ing priers, Ironware
them a WI thoge seta have seen end those
Marred hy others ler same goods, anil
maybe not Po IleW as ours.
All, FS:TUMMY ell, our Felt flats, no
t xioept.  at 50cts.
All our N'elvet Hats, po exceptions, all
 t go. 5 c0 on '
ell our Felt and Phut!' anti Felt anti
Beaver Combination Hats no ex-
ceptions. 90 eta.
All OUT Silk Plush-Plumb and Beaver
‘'elvets end Straw Combinations, hor-
nier price $2 50 to $4100, now down to
$1 25 te $1.75.
Every !dhow,' i'elt-Pitiali-Velvet
and Straw Plain and Conit.iitation
down to 25e. 50e. 75ti. led $ 125.
All our White Wings for Sailor Hats
Is de each.
!stairs end Si isses se.rnw Sailors 25c.
Felt Sailors, Black, Blue aild Light
Colons, all down to 50sts.
All Fency Feethers cut down in
proportion to cleen up Stock.
All Plush, Velvet, Astrigane and in
fact all our Hue its well as cheap lint
Trimmings via ‘10% it in proportion.
We will also sell
every Wrap in our im-
mense Stock from this
date on until all are
closed at prime East-
ern cost NOT including
carriage.
Remember my word
is here PLEDGED to
fulfill each line of
above.
N. B. SHYER.
MRS. R. I. MARTIN, Mg'r.
Miss Lizzie Bollard, ,, % oil hg Noy to gloomy spirits anti he pictured itorititig
Hilt city, int t *nil it 1,41„1„1 „,..,.rde„t . 111 the coining et inter but misery aril
Thersdny eight will- coaetieg on the woe-. HiS heart ift steeled itgaihst all MN
Sharp hi II. The sled was overtureed the pleasures that unfold themselves to _ _
and her heed struck the frozen snow ; the imagination of the 3utritg, and he 28
with such force as to render her [flirted- would poison with platitudee the fount-
U. R H. Wilso of this city received a! Winter Sports.
telegram from a phyttician at Eulogist/a, I Winter leads the gaunt forts. of napery I 
P 1Fie ERRE I) LOCALS'
Mexico, notify leg him that hid So d oli WII- ' fit the oors of e nte, but to tat etc it 
.__ 
_____„....*„......
i G
bur win) lett Ilepkiiieville abort( tell briogs the emilitig teal tires of joy.
monthe ago, Was i'arigermialy IA at The cy iiical platosopher (trews a drea-
Ensenada and not exPecteil to live.' ry picture of winter se lie sits by the
Sluice leavinK this Place he has been en- , tire and 11111ses over the mutability of In the city by the "OLD RELIABLE,"perinteruleitt uf a sulphur urine in Mei- , human plealtures. The blarit Hoods
1
his inures. !cast a more sombre shade over his'
2 8 i 1\E ow FIRJesAml\TICMImel SOWS
ico. It is hoerti that he e ill survive ' that threaten the tiret iiiitvW of the twaron
&
reatest Slaughter Sale Ever Inaugurated
We will place on 28
Bat thele sour 28 sale Saturday, 28in which condition she. was c aried tains of Y°tItiii."1 ..)'•
home. Dr Dennis tree summoned and philosophers are llOW but rarely seen,
anti their school has almost passed away,attended her iiiitiriert, w hich were not of
for gocd cooking is the surest antidote
for a e3 stem of pitiloeophy like this
winch had its origin in bad digestion.
Wittier brings with it a greater variety
anti more healthy anti exhilaratitig
amusement4 111111 any other [reason, anti
youthful blooub. bounds thrstigh the
Veliol in healthy eirenlati011 the 28 small sum of 28lungs inhale thc sharp brachig air of a
frosty 'nothing. 'I he heart of the
school boy grows light withiu his boSt.111
as lie ailltit:Ipaled 111, glorious tun with
sled mei skates.
Who could look upon children at their
winter suorte and Site upon each youth-
ful face the ruddy glow of health we:
ii each eye the beam of happineev, with-
out altering in their jsye? To see them
comitor down the .steep hill,
a heap et the bottom and toiling
LI) sloth' will drive the blues from
the heavieet heart. To see them glidieg
gracefully over the ice, is like a gliutest-
ol their Wended fairy -laud To Iteer
their letighter-the inocetit sneer toned
laughter of childlitcoil-it is music that
might melt the stony heart of a trappiet
monk. 'The divine strathe that held
the gints entre:teed oft Olympus, would
be but discoid to the itotoceta leugh-
ter of iight-hearted childhood. The
"seared told yellow lent" grows green
again and let dreg lige seta itself in a
younger geeeration, the old heart throbs
with a tender love in rementherlog that
it once bounded with the sante joy.
A Horrible Fate.
Mr. Wm. Lewis, late of ilopkinsville,
came down to Cadiz last Seturd .y, look-
ing after a law suit which is now Pend-
lug in the Trigg eircuir court Ile
supplied himself %hit it till trt w hisky
before etarteig lifolue a Dille belore four
o'clock, riding by himself hi a no-top $2,000 for a term of
28 Jan'y 28th, one 28
28 hundred pair of 28
28 Ladies' Black 28
28 Mousquetaire 28
28 Kid Gloves. all 28
28 size 6, and which 28
28 you can carry 28
28 away for the 28
28 twenty-eignt cts. 28
28 per pair. 28
28 Ladies, they are 28
28 a great bargain. 28
28 Secure a pair. 28
28 BASSETT & CO. 28
28
I a bold
buggy, which Was drawn by a very
gentle Itoree. Alter lenving he soon be-
came oupefieti trout the effete husky
afiti froze to death that night noir the
reditience of 31r. .1. W. Ilstuniond,
about three and a hell mile" from this
town, where he was found se Sunday
1Ve nre,ittitiotrized ascii the dwelling
with store room a-Hitched, situated on
Ninth street, neer the depot, and the
dwelling on the lot adjoining. We will
sell at a bargnin. The purchaser to re-
were both building at (MOP.
ANIE01
years, at 6 per cent.,
Real estate security in
the city worth $6,000.
iFor Rent.
Store-rooms on 9th
street in the Hord
block.
For Rent.
Cottage on South
Campbell St. Price, $15
per month.
For Rent.
'lite R. Mills house on Seventh str, et.
For Rent.
Ou Coe Mill roe'', near city Innate.
Dwelliug with 7 acres of lend.
For Rent.
2 dwellings on North
Campbell street. $10
per month.
For Rent.
A cottage, 4 rooms, on
Burgess street adjoin-
ing J. M. Courtney.
Price $10
For Rent.
A cottage on Camp-
bell street, price $13 60.
For Rent.
Store-room in the
Shyer building on West
side of Main street.
For Rent.
Cottage on North
Main. Price $8.
For Rent.
Just finished taking an inventory .
We find we 'lave ton tunny goods, muul
they tiltlet go. We will begin to offer
the greatest bargains of the age.
Our biggest eta is lit our
Cloak Department !
if yon ever expect to buy a cloak now
Is your chance. come anti take tour
choice of env of our $5 attd $6 Cloaks
ler $3. 'Pick end choice of ally $7 or $8
Newmarket...46a $4 50.
We hive placed on sale our entire
hue ta Braid, Bead and Fur Trimming
at ruinous prices. Space won't permit
ne to quote {dices on (lair retire stock,
but it you will give 114 a call we Will be
st.re to interest you in prises. We are
determined to sell.
We almost forgot to mention our large
line of Wool !foolery. We have almost
cut prices in two In this department.
We have too many Winter Goods on
hand. Sell them we must, and there-
fore put prices on them that will move
them.
We will 'dace On sale this week a
large line of Hamburg Trimmings, both
white snd colored. Machine and real
Turchon Lace.
Joist think of $8 50, $900 and $10.00
Newmarkets going for $5.00.
All our $11 and $12 50 Newmarket* to
be closed at $6. All $14, $15 and $16 50
Newnierkets 111110 go at $8 and $10. We
have one Newmarket, size 36, which
will go for $12 50.
Our entire stock of Cloaks, consisting
of Plieet Wraps, Newmarkets, Jackets
mini,.) Children's Cloaks, must be cleaned
out.
Immense stock of Flannels will be
mold at ruinous prices.
Underwear for children and ledies at
prices that will astonish you. One hun-
dred Flannel Shirts at 75c., $1 and $1.25,
worth double the money.
Waterproofs and Jerseys and Jeans at
25 % lees than can be bought elsewhere.
Swiss Embroitiery, Check Nainsooke,
Bleach Domestic at less than New York
cost, Table Cloths, Towels and Napkins,
Sheeting, Bed Tick.
1000 poste Curtain Scrim at (Pic.
500 yards fine Curtain Net,
slightly soiled, at half price.
100 pair elegant lace curtains at two-
thirds their value.
•250 slightly soiled Bed Spreads at jug
one-half their worth. Remember our
AllnUal Bed Spread Site is always the
town talk.
Call to see us, we will show you a
great many other bargains which
scarcity of space will not permit us to
mention.
Remember goods must be sold to make room for our Spring Stock, which will arrive aboutFebruary 15th. Respectfully,
PM. 1109ELEILNT/K3E1La eir, MONIES.
tal
Having purchased the bankrupt stock of M. Lipstine, I have placed the entire stock on the
market at Bankrupt prices.
Missos' aild Childrell's Cloaks at Twelliy-five Collis on the Dollar,
Cashmere from 2 1-2 cents per yard to $1.00.
SILNIEK.S _Ik.1\71) .11.91P3[10T
In Endles Varieties and Colors, at your Own Price.
Calico and Domestic, Boots and Shoff, Less Than Auction Prices.
Will Sell Regardless of Cost and Price
Come Early and Secure Bargains at
I-KAB 31LA ISe; 1 11.1\TIB'ffi.
Ninth Street, Opposite John Moayon.
W.•
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DO YOU WANT A BOND OF INDEMNITY'
To cover a period of twenty•five years
To pay your estate at death the face of the BOND
To pay in addition for every year SIX PER CENT. upon its
face should you die
To pay as a death claim whatever sum you now elect, together
with more than all the moneys advanced for the purchase of the BOND
The remit* plot, ".,nth Maio: To pay you at the end of the term. the face of the BOND and
laree hot; ten remit. to I se. ['rice all ACCUMULATED SURPLUS thereon, estimated to be as much more
$25 per sitotitit. TIN SE:\ 1) N..)11., AGE AND ADDRESS TO
Eire Niel Tonettle Inger-ince ritten Ir. J. W. IREDELL, JR., GEN'L MANAGER,
first cies. Cemptielien, told pereept
in east Of 10.s. PENN MUTUAL LIFE INS. CO., Cincinnati, ^ .
see 1/8 if you aAnt ant thing in ntir line.
Negetietiog Ism.. a '1.0410 %ill' M M. Hanbery, Special Agent. Hopkinsville, Ky
We rent heelers aist1 collect rents, nod
par taxes for
Pure Kentucky Whisky - \ \non-reeideets. Come to ite.
Herndon, Hallums & Co.,
TV5e C114:3 ix). za,1
 — rir 43 01C) EL CD SE; EL1 Nal e) icr •
Chas. McKee & Co.,
-- DEA I Si,so . •••
Staple and Fancy Groceries, Farmer's Hardware,
Seeds, Produce and Provisions,
Most Door to nitaeoll'e, I0.1 'Maio Street, HopalmaTlIfficaTie
rerGotials Delivered Free to all parts at the City.
Callis & Co.
Mein etre.et. hoihling
HU'S Pills
FOR TORPID LIVER.
A torptd Ills Cr deranges it,, a hole s 4.
tem . mod prnw1111 4.4
Sick Headache,
Dyspepsia, Costiveness, Rheu-
matism, Sallow Skin and Piles.
There Is 110 better remedy for Ilie‘e
  
di...calico than Toll'. 1.11 Cr
ur a trial oe prose. 1'rlee,15.5to.
Sold Everywhere.
Livery and Feea
—STABLE,—
T. L. Smith, Prop'r, Garner s-:.City-:- Pharmacy
Hopkinsville,- - Ky.
--
Any one who wants a pure Whisky for yrivate or medicinal use can get it from GEO. D.
MLiTTIINGLVA CO.. Wholesale Elea/ere, Mareis•boro, Ky-.. at prices melons
from II 50 to $8 00 per gal. °rote', sent thus Arm will mohair@ prompt and careful attention
Ia.CIF A IT JE3E AT,
•731BW-303L271EL
CLARKSVILLE, TENNESSEE.
Large Assortment, Low Prices,
"Tie,TPTZ...-FsZ
 
.01.•••••••••••^MO
ORPE FARM ANNUAL FOR1888FliEE WWI vt,. Aro, to A. •.e. Colored Platen, snot tellsa,1 its',! theRan torn. ki.k of up. ..1111hUnd•,1. ,.f!MESTA:ARDEN. FARM. anti I Cowl-ILSEEDS."( reol mine, canbot 1st obtain...A 're Send address
on • n'°"17,  f..r Om roost cossolete It'sitalnane tatbliebect, to
scribes Rare Noreltlee ot V 171:ETA111,E.. and F1,11W 1.4.,
••• •-.4 • Garden Topic... Ltd*.
We ATLEE BURPEE & 00., PHILADELPHIA PA
I ...A y ant r..qa y Manly and at..ph. ace...noted&
tl i tor noraea ripe( nal Site :lion given to furnita
rg ri-nd harms and vehicle, to an livery (micro
n. eonnertinn everywhere
No.7. Main Street, Hopkinsville, Ky.
Clue largest end most elegant edifices in the city,
5
New and Complete in All Its Departments
The Light nuraugisut Steamer
I-C E = I INT
. B. T11()MPS(Iff . .. Manager
EP NASH  Clerk.
Will ',eve Sentient's f Citnnelton daily
except Sunday, at mi o!clock, it rn, .mat ing sure
eonnertutta orsth the f)., R. N. 12:
Returning, lea. es Cannelton dally at 5:115p
m., Sunday excepted, and Owensboro at 5 p.m.
A'SDAT TIMICAID.
Leases S.vansville  Pa. m. sharp
Leave.' twenetx,ro 
 
4p. nl.sharr,
Fare boo. for round trip on /Sunday, tont nit
responlible for stores purchased by the steward.
lev UNTIL A use 'I' RR. A ecot•
DR. DARWIN BELL
Offers his professional servoo,e3 to the people of
Bopkinsville and vicinity.
InfrOaloe over Pissiten Maat.Milla $t.
H. F,. liarner, tfir "Iti ern, of Cash & I ;arner, a-hi 1"r twiny year, 'd the leading ilruc trade le
Western K •littaelty. firs ice purehaaed lot. Interest. P. • • • A bole proprietor "(the new 11011.,'. He
sill use all 111, cc perien.Le and ahnity to Increane, nigh repoi•osie of the old Its,. fur fail
ki •
Pure, Fresh Drugs and Medicines,
Arid stick of the bent quality In all departments lir the trade, at tbe lowest prices. Drugs. 1.•lnla and
011% of e• slue:Re, IN & WILLIAMS' ceseette•rea, PAINTS', Patent it eitoctoes
the itemt and most popular In stock
The Celebrated Wild Goose Liniment.
Manufactured to order In any ii ant it A sure and cafe remedy. l5, ii • ,Brat., Novel :l and Huntley
tig/041. a Pip.t.lalty.
Proscriptiolls Garefilly gompouderl
--At any nit the I Ay iT Nleht hy
C. IC. "C7:77.77...Y. Graduate Philadelphia Plaritacy.
H. B. GARNER,
Sueeeesor to Gleba Gs
t. it HALLt'llS. J. T. EDWARD.- rOM P. MAJOIL.
ROBT. B.. WITHERS, Cen'l Agent.
1GRANGE WAREHOUSE
CLARKsVILLE, TENN.
(*,'hi nitv•nees ,in Tot...seri, in store, or in the lo ova I 0? retpcireible farmers and 'teeters. All
iTolisce,o ineureol white in store ist tbe reprieve of owner, except where there is n o tol•anee. and
hush a ittiodu Written ortien. Ind lo Insure.
e 1,sr 4E, ISlWc,r 02, I Colb C3 CC,
Lau cu,1...u.• in il. St e.t. rti
213149.Ml.a IETCDIC14:3tIS COM.
I In i."rter and Manufacturer of
ITALIAN MARBLE AND GRANITE MONUMENTS.
The loe,t ulster' CI. lite linoet art us! le Port inttn.litp. the ut....e.t • legant ritOdt r12 desirD, and prices
guarani...tool. Nutt ii. the time to piece orders for spring del I W.`ry
CLA.RKSVILLE MARBLE WORKS.
oultabushod Iii 18524 1E0=013 OW% ifteirs..
se'
-4(1;
••••
4 Ofie•-1•Ozeroo
•
41,
sie
'ee.
...;•41C7.
CHESAPEAKE, PHIO
-AND-
SoubestorliR.R. Co.
The Southern Trunk Line through the
VIRCINIAS
-TO-
Washington,
Baltimore and
We stern Seaboarci
Cities.
-TH R
Direct Route
To Memphis,
New Orleans,
-sad AU Peanut is-
Arkansas and
Texas
Through' Tickets are sow on Sala. Call oa or
address
B. F. M I R HELL,
Gene Pais. and Ticket AO, Louisville, Ky.
TIME TABLE
-OF THE-
Ounsboro Nathille R.R. CI
SOUTH BOUND.
HIM Mixed.
Leaves Owensboro . 2:te p, re. GOO a. is.
Leaves central City 4:16 p. m. 11.:30 a. M.
Arrives at Rumellville GOO p. p.
Leaves Ratueliville ile.00 a. in.i6 40 p. m
Arrives at Adairville  ill.00 a. ia.
d7 30 p
NORTH BOVHD.
Leaves A datiollle 
 
$5.1110 a m.
ee p m.
A rnves at HussellyCle  tll IS a. ea.
Oo ts. m
Leaves Russellville 7.46 a. m. 8 SS a m.
_eaves Ceatral City II OS a. m 1.S0 p
krrivee at oweastoro 10.45a. m. 4.43 p. ni.
T HARAHAN. Oen. Man'gr,
E. H. MANN Supt.
wenaborti, KY•
PIS YOUNG,
--DEALER IN-
HARDWARE!
GUNS!
AND CUTLERY !
Pist;11,
Hunting Outfits !
Iron, Wagon Timbers,
HORSESHOES,
BELLS IND ROPE/3
Court 'goose, opp. floaters Bank,
Hopkinsville, - Kentucky.
BEAST!
Mexican
Mustang
Liniment
leiadaa,
Lumbago.
Elan Latent
fruLee.
7 =ion;
THIS
41:71:73E4.39 IS
1 'haulm:hem@grabsIMO%Miss.
Zaftig.%
Batkaelie,
Gaia,
Urea
beets
Cracks.
Contracted
Muscles,
Eruptions,
Hoof All,
Screw
Worms.
Swinney,
Saddle Gs1,1a,
Piles.
GOOD OLD STAND-BY
for e very t-xf f reset y oh-as Declaim.
f • to. of toe rossons tut thc greet pouulartty.
• lb:Stang Lialment is towel Mite waivers&
owlembility. t..,erybraly Doodle ouch e inesit-"ine
1-1a.• Ls so ha-ren a n neals it in caste .4 accident.
Eke Hoe sestet le needs it [segment' tawny use.
Tier Calmer" oce .14 It for Me teal= awl his rn.n.
Sew Sioclisser meow is Memos oa b:s work
lemee.
Tier Moor moils et In sweat ww•wrisary.
:be Pis re r mods It-reen'tava along withcrat it.
T kr Farmer seeds in Me house. his stable,
and Ms y-rd
Tee eltesimboat man teethe Ileateean reds
te abotalent :,17 afhai and sailor,
Tke fierse-fueeseer needs it- It la Li. beet
1.-:cusi sus!! Woe& is Luce-
Tbe oteeekoraerverr needs n- tt will save aim
its,..,•141..nsili of dollars/tad a eel of trouble.
Ties Kallrearl weave seed, it &rot will need !t en
v aurae Ms r, or- d uf acc..ieuts aud dar.,:era.
'Ease Wort weeds us n n :mods t There nut I,
• IAA it as an critidoto for the dangers tu nfe,
la.ott en I .-onsfo-t ...bleb surround pioneer.
Tie el ere ha t seeds It his store ansong
bis employees aecidencs hapless, and when
thee* come toe Mustang LAni meat Is wanted at once.
Kee• Halite lenge Howse. 'et* the beet of
a...nosey.
St eels • Hers le le the Factory. Itstaimedtate
teeth case uf accident eaves pain and loos of wages
Keep a Beetle Alive r• Is the' :able fe•
see wee.. we•ted
AGEN Strongly Round Pheto- .We test the wrote for lowpriers. A Isandeoms andgraph Album, Olt a MSinches, gilt ...ides and elem. loddiag fs pages of Cap-itols and Carl Octets, mod fur dOcents. retail price.Si .5 A Mod Plamb PlOotentrapit Albans,' ,
sons Embossed podded setee, gold sages, •vt•nsion
cheep, heeding 32 swam of rebieet and Care pietares
sent foremen. retails for Ma Illnetrated circulars
Ilhersisoe &
FEE 1,,„17...../.._r: 'LLanl LBUNIS
.............. -
Plaster,
Mixed Paints,
White Lead,
Linseed Oil,
Machine Oil,
Oil Cans.
Our stock :a complete in all departments.
:nos ean he roiled on as being low
Bro.
AGENTS duu1.1. their moaeyuur BILanifinotied corrugated
ISFLECTIIS SUITT LIIIP.
Can be *old in every family. Gives
more light th•n threeordin•ry lamp&bead Mks, Sive emus Ow eons.
smote lamp mod bo eesavInetia.e manufacture a large line ofhousehold articles. Wend for freeIllustrated Circulars to
FOISMEE & ItclAttle, ClechistaU.O.
Hotel for Sale. Notice of Incorporation.
LEWIS HOUS
AND FURNITURE.
Scratched 28 Years.'
A Scaly, Itching, Skin Dias's. with End-
less Suffering Cured by Cuticvra
Remed es.
If I hittl k6tow n ef the t utieurs Remo-het
tweet, -eig lit years ago it would hat e sane me
RIMO ete (two buioireo dollars and an mitnetiee
amount of Sill' ring d seams (Peon oio
c tumenced on my bead is a out not larger
thas a cent. It pread 'tepidly all us. r
body and get tinder my nail,. The sceleo would
dropoff to me ail the time, and my suffer as
ws• endless, and without relief ime thousand
dol are would not t into use te have (hie dis-
ear* over eget 1 auu a poor man, but feel
rich to be relieved of a hat eoine of the do tors
▪ Walo rus y. winie ring-wortn, tooria.is,
etc. 1 Leek . •tei . irsaparilhis over
one year and • half, but te. cure. I canned
pewee toe iLieura Retardice toe much They
b tie made my skin a. coar sue free from
wales as a baby's. All I were of there was
ree boxes of Cittieurn. avid three bottle. of
Ceileura Robillyen t. a Oil two c skee of (emcee&
soap If you had been here and said you
we eil have eerie' me for MOO° you would I
have bed the money. I looked like the ;newt e
%your book of P•o•I it's (picture nu ler two.
eHow to Cure Skin Inseacese'l, but Dow am
as clear es an• p 'tson ever a as. beetle h force
of lobo I rub my ham s over my anus and
legs to oiratch once in a while, but to no pur-
lime. 1 ass all we I I ecrateli .1 twenty-
eight ears. and it gut to be a kind of loom.'
neater • to Me. I thank you a Dummied times.
Aaythung more that yon nt to krovr write
me or any ene who readathis may write to me
and I wit' answer IL
1WINIIS DOW NING
Wat. rbury, V t , Jan Stith, lea.
Psorisele. Eczema. Tetter, Ringworm. Lichen,
Pruritus, Seall Head. Milk criot. Dandruff,
Barbers'. Bakers', Groover' and W aeberwo-
male. Itch. •II.1 every apeciesof Itching. Burn-
ing. Seale, Pimply Humor. of the skin and
Scalp anti Bloon, with I owl of Hair. are posi-
tively enrol by Cutouts, the gr• st skin t tire.
and eutieura Soap. an esquis.te Skin Beauti-
fier externallv. Ana (Cut*. ura Reeelvent, the
new Blood Purifier iu ernally, wten prysi-
ciaee and II other remedies fail.
Nil I everywbere Price. t uticurs, 60c.:
Soap 65e.; Resolvent. $1. Perea70,1 hi, the
Peon. Dru/ au..1.Hthemical Coektteeti ;n. nen
Pt-g.:* 7;i0 oirilitstrao;riotos , lanu7 l'400itesin hwan7at
piArkt: nW.Ap.rebvihrtked-lbebaytt' Tethcrtiii • 34' taliTclA or Tr/
NO r.
'W Free Free From Pain!A la oast at male the C uteuric Asti-Pain Plaster re I-yea lehoiluseie,sciate. .etelden. itharp. end Ner-vous Pains, Struine sod Weakness.
The unit awl only pain killing Pewter. 53 cents.
0.!
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Should be seed few months before 0Onfinemeni
%red for book " To Somas," embed free
Raorri-e•ssie On.. •Wants. Os
STEEL, STEEL, STEEL,
Tlass Col Mbvs.tiod.
Doorillg Steel Billder,
The Strongest,
The Simpleet,
The Lightest Draft,
The Simplest Knotter,
The Most Duruble.
More of them sold than any other Binder In
the State of Kentucky.
THE CELEBRATED
EXCELSIOR WAGONS.
DEERING MOWERS
Have no Equals.
SP=CI.Z1A-1-1
We hare a full stock on hand of all sizes. We
warrant every wagon to give perfect satisfac-
tion or refund the money. Buy your wagons
at Moue where the warrantee is good.
We now base is our employ so foreman of our
wagon and ruaehme department, Mr. G. W.
Garliner, of Harrodeburg Hei thoroughly un-derstlends repairing all kinds cf machinery and
wagons, ac . We wick to call attention that
our factuttee are such that we ean repair your
separators better an.1 for less money than any-
body cies. Send them in early can do the
work before harvest
Barbed Wire.
Pumps,
Belting,
Harness,
Grates,
Lime,
Mantels,
Hair,
Cement,
R. T. Peter... W. o. Wheeler..las. M. Howe.M L. Llpe • It, W H. 11111 and H. it Kellyhome this day filed and seknowledged in thehrietien County (-eel t ogler, of hris•Min router, Ky., articles of itieorporition,thereby inoirporating useler C hopter of theHopkinsville, - - Ky 4,,,..cfal Statutes ef Kentnelty, The If orkins•
Near Depot.
Terms, part cash, balance on
time. Apply to
M. LEWIS, PROP.
:as A Oil I:oospony. the. prineipal e. ace ofbas nem to be flepkInsville, Ky.
The g timeline to be transacted by said
eompany to develop sad utilise natural gas andpetroleum and aagage in straining and selling
reasonable mamaThe capitai stock authorised is not lege than
'SAO, or more than $40 IWO, in ;Mario of $S0
each. to be paid i• on published calls of moot
of Direetors is installments of not esceoling
U per cent. at ea.!' ea I. To erdn inenee bog,.
  nem when 61.160 the capital week Is rub
embed for, and to continue for III years unless
winner dmeolv eel by consent of etoekholders.
a The bueineme of the ••ornpany is to b. renducted by a boare of flee direeters and the
agent., they luny •ppoint, to he elected by the
stockholders when fully organ zee, and to con-tinue in Ogee for twelve morals", and untiltheir suceossors are qualified. BIllotig Headache.The higheet amount of indetoolness or hia- Dlizzine.e, Cowslips./elite to whirh the company shall be subjected indlacation,
'all. 00, and BIllousAttache,Asd ell pri•ate property of the incorpora- promptly cured by Dr.tors and stock holders *hell be exempt from for- leforee7• Pleasantpond.* debts and liabilities. purgative Pellets. 2•5
CALT HOUSE
LOUISVILLE. KY.
The Finest and Largest Hotel is the City.
-- -
atlases 112.40 to 64.00 Per Day,
•eorintag to Rooms
Turkish and Russian Baths in Hotel.' December el, leer . Mote* vial. br brufflinie-
CLEVELAND'S POVERTY.
Th• Pvealdenes Early and Prolonged
Struggle with Poverty.
Farmere study tho coinlition. surround-
ing a successful plant in ite eitancy, but
the boyhood of men e Ito make thee. way
to the front attracte comoarativeie little
littcution, writes th Waeiiiee,t.sit cur-
reepondent of the Pliilailelphes recgs
Take Prese'eont Cleveland. for in oauce.
A good dsal has h m written alhm bins
bue concerning tho dote Is of his boyhood
not much is known. H•s grandfather V 4 • JO
an Irishman bona, froin county Cheek, and
his mother, Anne Neal, barely escaped it
by being born in Baltimore Jae.: after her
parents arrived on shore.
On the paternal s:dis co.leonital In-
fluences were very strong, aol eight of
President Cleveland's family. eran Hattie •
and uncles, haven Wiwi of d mtinct in
Appleton's "Cyc'oree lia of Bee:veiny."
His greatoerandfathe.• died weile. a
guest of Beiiainin Frankiiii P:tila-
dolphin in 1757. and the g 'eat philos-
opher spoke of him as "Liunote,. ;it his life,
easy and affable in his couveceation, open
and sincere in his friendehip, and above
every specie* of me somas% and ilisinniula•
tion." The Fresid.nt'e grandfather in•
troduced a bill etio Lege. m ore ed
Connecticut for the nbolition of slavery
Having been aeked to el bill he ettri•
buted hie careful and precise buslnees
habits the President replied: "To the
fact that I was one,' in nerd of money
when I was a boy. I learned, frequently
from want of it, the exec'. ya'ne of a
York shilling, and I lerrned that shil-
lings could not be honestly' earnee eacep
by strict econteny and greeet attention tt
the details of business."._
When he was rising at three o'clock in
the morning and walking ei-ven
and back to earn a Yerk s ;Ming on the
Erie Canal, or, later, Whiil lie served ali
chore boy in a country grocery
at fifty d ela '4 a rttl:', or,
later yet, vi hen, a mot grown.
he tram! ed through Utica and
Syracuse without a dollar in his pocket
and could nut flu 1 aeyboily to hire to
do a job of work-of env sort nt a iv wfteee,
or, still later, when he ransecke I Buffalo
in vain for days for the chime., to serve
somebody as office boy, ho Wa4 red:teed to
just those extremitie: which ma-te An-
archista of the cown,e1.: and creeks who
inveigh against !aw deetin v.
Mr. Cleve'and's neat, symmetrical and
rather dainty handweitin.: was &clef-red
while be woe keepine dooes for the Blind
Asylum lu Raw York just as he was six-
teen.
Grover Is understood te have been a lit•
tle brick weed at the "deestriet school" of
Fayetteville, N. Y., &wave preferring
fishing to fractions. Weep he was Gov-
ernor an old man appeared at the Copttol,
and introduc:ng himsel so the Governor's
old schoolmaster, stud: "I. remember I
gave you tbe birch three times for going
fishing in Cheuango creek, and I have
called to apologize'
"Don't you do it!" sae' the Governor,
"den't you do it! I am very much indebt-
ed to the lickings I have received!"
CAPITAL CALLINGS.
Very Lucrative Initworiee °Helmeted by
Washington Genius.
There are two now an very- lucrative
Industries which have *prune uti in W ash-
ington save the correspondent of
the Louisville Courier-Jo,rovil. I dont
know whether they exist elsewhere or
not, but as both are cheap and convenient
Louisville might like to hear of them.
Tbe most important is the itinerant tink-
er. Housekeepers make a contract with
the "tinker" to mond furniture, repair
locks, replace cement in stone steps, and
a general care of things which in • house
frequently get out of order ant are neg-
lected for a time because they can not be
attended to promptly. Five dollars •
year is paid for the tinker's services; of
course if he has to furnish materiels the
cost is added to his profeelionel se,-yioas,
Think of the convenlence of having
man who is competent call and inquire if
any thing is out of order. It saves send.
lag a chair or table to the cabinst-shop
for a roller or a broken-off carving. The
lock which ie stubborn is made to be easi-
ly opened, the door-hinge which creak, is
lubricated, and even broken china is
mended withont any serious bother. In
well•built houses the tinker is only paid
three dollars year, as there is pot much
to do.
Two ladies, in reduced eircumetances,
are engaged to go to houses where trouble-
some lamps are used ineteni of gas, and
to daily clean, trim an case fer them,
All hounekeepers find this work disagree.
able, and servants can not be trusted for
the work, and shades and chimneys aro
frequently broken; and when the lamps
are lighted they smoke, because they
have not been intelligently handled. Tbe
same persons who attend to the lamps
will dust the parlors and keep all the brie-
a-brac clean. These service, enable the
housekeeper to dispense with one servant,
generally a stupid, unreliable girl, who
leaves by the time she has learned to be
useful, and the mistress has all the trou-
ble of teaching another who is equally in-
competent. By availing herself of the
services offered the mistress of ;:he man-
•101I is relieved of the necessity of doing
the work herself. Now, what more unob-
jectionable employment could a woman
in need of work ask for than such as I
have mentioned? Besides, there is a
world of possibilities in this sort of work.
which-might lead to the enlargement of
the duties and supply a long-felt waut.
Electricity and Crime.
The use of electric signals is proving
more and more dangerous to criminals.
writer in the Elortrical Tteriezo states
that a system of signals is on experi-
mental trial in New 'Fork, in wh;ch differ-
ent colored lights ere flanhed on the lamp-
post. Such signals will no doubt in the
future be fixed so as to enable policemen
on their beats to communicate quickly
with each other. At present when a
policeman gives chase to a robber at
night, the chances are always in favor
of the robber. If by some system of
signals, suggested by call boards, for In.
stance, the pursuer could notify all the
patrolmen in the district where be was,
and touching buttons on lamp-posts give
them the direction of the chase. the es-
cape of tniiitught thieves would be loss
frequent.
Just Wanted to A•lt a Favor.
Harry Houseley was bound over to
keep the peace at Heanor, Derbyshire,
England, recently for sending the follow-
ing letter to Eera Elliott, a female cap-
tain of the Salca.ion Army: "Doer Cap-
tain-I just wr to to ask you a favor. I
want to knew if you will marry me, as I
have takeu a fancy to you. If you don't
agree with my fay it will be worse for
yon. I either mean to marry you or mur-
der you. If you say no, I mean to do for
you, so you can order your coffin at once.
I know I ,hall have to be hanged for it,
but I don't inset to go to hell by myself;
I want you t.. with ne.. Proteins to
meet your feud. Your comrade, Harry
Housoley."
The employes of the Richmond & Dan-
ville railroad at Columbia, S. C., have
formed a mutual aid association, with a
membership of 100.
Invalids' Hotel and Surgical Institute
OMR or Liable...is Fs Peri.- and WILILY
nal Physicians UM! eergeoue.
AU. CHRONIC DISEASES A SPECIALTY.-
Patients trmiusi here or at their tonne. many
treated at hones, through corrcapotith.nts., use
suceeeef Lilly as if here in person. Come tend
ens. us, or weld teu conta in stump@ for ourberalids' Gods-Beek," wIlleti gives all pertie-
ulara Address: Wonetes Ineiezeute KY Algot-
CAL ASSOCIATION, ea; Main St., Buffalo, N.Y.
.40‘11`t:t? 011 °11)
For -worn-out," " rim-down." debilitated
sehool teaehere milliners. teemed MM.. house-keep-re. arid overworked women getientlir.Dr. Pierce's Faverlte Proneription Is the beet
ot all reetorative ton int. It Is toe 3 "Cure-dile'but admirably filimie it singleness of purpose.being a most potent Steollie for al! throe
Chroole. Weakneso and Dieenses peculiat to
women. Tim treatment of tinny thoinsunde
of meet MSS. at the Invalids' !fool and Sure-
Mal Institioe line afforded it forte experienc0„.
in adapting runiedicti for their (MI% and
Dr. Pierce's Faverfie Prescription
Is the remit of this vast experienee. For
Internal congestion, Inflammation
and ulceration. III is filsecifir•
ie a powerful general, as well ne uterine. tonic:
arid nervIne, and impart!' t:ireer and et n•rert
to tbe whole trystem. It citrus wenknem
stomach, Indigestion, bloating, wcnk back.
nervous penetration, exhatietion. debility and
sieepletenees. In either WV. Favorite Prescrip-
tion is gold by dreirelets under oer jeottive
guaraftIce. Sue wrapper around bottle.
oR Olt SOTTLISPRICE $1.00, rem 11013.0C1.
Seed 10 opera in stamp.; for Dr. roe', large
oureA
a tItir AIIIDA.1..1168.0421ATtinS, OIXI Stahl Meet,
Buffalo. N. Y.
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LITTLE
LIVER
PILLS.
ANTI-MI.101 e and CATHARTIC.
SICK HEADACHE,
LENGTH or DAIS.
Flve Hundred leers Old-ls Living a
Lost Artl
Is tile worth living?
In the days of long ago people /teemed
to think it was, if the length of time they
devoted to belainting al (lumbar(' with its
lights and shadows any criterion.
It would seem as though life must
have offarded much of rejoyment the
good old days. Sopliocleo hung on
til he was 130 years old, then perished
by an accident. Attie was 124 when lie
died of the mime-wieners of a revel on
the night of his second marriege. This
is a earning to youlig Intel. Etiemetii-
dee was 157 tit his regietted decease.
Crowns did hot sit so heavily on the
brows of tnonarchs as they germ latterly
to do. Fohl, the founder of the Chhiege
Empire, reigtied 113 y ears, and so d'el
Apaplatio of the Egyptian. Tacituo gives
173 years to 'Pulse°, • German prince
Dethion, an Illyrian noble, lived for 530
years according to Alexander Cornelius.
The art of living seemo to be one of the
moony 'lost arts' which the dark ages
covered over, and modern civiliz
has hot yet beet' able to uucover. It is
certain long life ems not pee:tired by till-
ing mineral tediums as remedied for dis-
ease. That 18 essentially nuxlern prac-
tice. The ancietHs doubtless drew on
the laboratory of nature for their well-
hetice the span of their lives was
!neurally extended.
We know that our immediate ancestors
found their medicines in the fields nod
forests, adjoining their log cabin bounce.
These neutral remedies were efficacious
harnilees-left no poison in the aye-
teen. Physicians were rately ceded in,
atichthe people lived to rugged Mitt hearty
,e,1 age. Itk it not worth while to re-
;urn to their wholesome methods of cure
for common ailluente?
II. 11. Warner & Co , Proprietors of
Warner's, Sefe Cure, have introduced to
the public a line of Log Cabin remedies,
and their name indieates their character
They include a "Sarsaparilla," "Hops
and Buchu Remedy," ' Cough aud Cole
sumptioteRemedy," Extract for Exter-
nal and internee uee, "Rose Cream,"
for Catarrh, "Scalpine" for the hair,
"Liver Pills" and "Poroue Plaster."
They are carefully compounded from
actual recipes, the most efficacious in age
by our grandparents, and those who
would like tO tly the virtuee of ohl-titne
remedies, haver an opportunity to secure
the best in "Warner's Leg Cabin Rem-
edies."
The South it'd the Tarill.
One of the strongest thinga connected
with thoge three or four southern pa-
pers, who are advocating a high pro-
tective tariff, is that they virtually have
no following upbti Dila honie. 'Take the
Nashville American, a goo I piper,
which formerly occupied the whole field
around it, but ran off after title fallacy
and 119.4 10et prestige ever since. The
reason is plain. Its constituency de-
opise its hereei, as do nine-tenth4 of the
people of that bection. Thia la more
plainly indicated by the Tenneesee tiel
egation in congreos, which is solidly
committed to tariff ref este The same
thing is true of the Atlanta Constitution
one of the leading southern newapspers,
which very stratigely flopped over to
the doctrine of high tariff while it was and
is still surrounded by perhaps the most
positive conimunity of tariff reformers
to be found in the whole country. The
Conititution hag been banedierieg away
upon thig subject for three or four years
and it might be meted with confidence
that it has never made a eonvert, but, to
the contrary, there Are probably more
tariff reformers in Georgia to-day than
there were four years ago. Oat of its
whole congreggional delegation, there lo
but one man, whe Is inclined to differ
with 1114 asoociates upon the subject of
the tariff. 'These uneuccessful eltarte of
the few high tariff papers in the south
ohow quite clearly that Vitals not a very
prolific mission ground for the false
theory of a high protective tariff. It
rather argues that the south, with the
exception of oneor two email Section/1,
has studied this cpieetion for itself •nd
its almoet unanicoona verdict has been
given in favor of tariff reforni.-E vans-
ville Tribune.
Advice 90 Consumptives.
On the appearavce of the first symp-
toms, as general debility, loge of appe-
tite, pallor, chilly sensatione, followed
night-aweats anti cough, protupt
meesurea of relief should be taken.
Conaumption is eerofulous diseaste the
lunge; therefore use the great anti-ocrof-
ulous or blood-purifier and strength-re-
storer, Dr. Pierce's "Golden Medical
Diecovery." Superior tO costi Beet oil
as a nutritive, end ulditurp444&14 a@ 14
pectoral. For weak lungs, spitting ot
blood, and kindred affectiong, It lie. II',
equal. Sold by drugglets. For Dr.
Pierce's treatise on consumption, send
10 cents :n stamps. World's Diepeneary
Medical Association, 663 Main Street,
Buffalo, N. Y.
•
A Norwich, Coon., (*tit chased a rat
which ran up a tree. The eat fellowed
until both were up v-q.y near the top;
then the rat ran out on the etel ul a limb,
which beet so that the cat dare not fol-
low. The cat held the rat a prisoner
there until a looker-on ohot it. A Res-
oian Judge of InetructIon from Tagan-
rog committed ouichle at Weis* by
throwing !Antoci( from the parapet of
the Stroganoff Bridge. It Is thought
that the rase of bar hassles fallen wider
eha eueplcion of the police on account of
mattera drove him to theseict
Hon liable,
iii,bet re
and if you will send your name aed
addrege we will mud otatemente of num-
bers of the best t•itizens of Nashville
regarding the wonderful cures effected
by the Ethiopian d'ile Ointment. It
never fails. 50 cents and $1 per bottle.
Manufectured by Itangum Rnet Med-
icine avo., Nashville, 'Peep. Fcr sale
by all druggiota.
A war of Extermination between Ilse
families of Watlield and McCoy is going
On ill the Wilde of West Virgiiiia.
Armed teelleo of the rival famines, are
loureuing (styli other and 114.% keener*
reigns supreme. The Hatfielde have
given notice to the people of ,Pike mut).
ty that they propose tis kill them and
burn theiii proper_t_y.
--iN eee-ele trifle with env TEroet or
Lung Disease.. If yon hare
a Cough or Cold, or the children are
threatened with Croup or Whooping Cough,
use Acker's English Remedy and prevent
further trouble. It is a positive cure,
and we guarantee it. Price 10 end Lee
II. B. Garner, llopkineville, Ky.
• ON
The contract by which the slate of
Alabsens lets all her votive:to to the Ten-
neosee Coal & Iron Compaity, lots been
•-xecteed It ii eludes about 600 con-
victs heti rune tot a period of tell star..
A Joyous Type-Founder at Cast.
The leot drawing of The Louisiana
State Lottery has rendered at heist one
San Franciecari happy, and he is Will-
iam Leslie, of Palmer and Rey's type
foundry, No. 407 Summit St., who re-
sides with ide fetidly at 2,505 Califor-
ilia Street. Ile had the good fortune to
hold a one-tenth ticket the Second
Coipltal*Pilza of $541,000, laid share being
$5,1100 the money behig drawn through
the agency ol Wello, Fergo & Co.-Sap
Francisco (Cal.)
The South Carolina 1,miiii & Improve-
ment Company tir•t at Ctilitilibla and
elected Col. Wm. Johnson president.
The company will build a town near
Port Royal.
•
06\Aggs that IWO fretful, peevish,‘-'4g' cross, or troubled with
Windy Colic, Teething Pains, or
Stomach Disorders, can he relieved
at once by Luting Acker's Baby Soother.
It contains no Opium or Morphine,
hence is safe. Price 25 tents. Bold by
H. B. ARNKR, IlopkInsvIlle, Ky.
Ferguson tHleil4hms.
Faatorsoxvitte,' KV', Jan. 22.-Mr.
Thos. Weat and MitVenhie Henderson,
both of thla town, 'were united in mar-
riage at eight o'clock Touraday evening
by Rev. Calvin Metacinon at the reel-
deuce of the bride'. mother.
Mrs P. 0. Wolin is very
Miss Jennie West, of your city, at-
tended the wedilitig Thursday.
T•tos V .
Would you care to have a word of ad-
vice worth a great deal? Never tamper
with your baby'. health by using
opiates to quiet ita stomach troubles,
etc., but use Dr. Bull's Balk S,rup
instead.
Thougando of people are leading tin-
satiefectory lives, becatios hof the die-
piriting effsets of indigestion. Lee such
try Lazador and be happy.
Hayes' Chapel. -
11sY121' Cll•PRL, Jan. 20.-0.1 last
evening quilt. a crolvd of young folks
and married ladles am! gentlemen gath-
ered at Mr. Juliii Wolfe's pond and en-
joyed themaelves for several houro skat-
ing.
Mr. Jetties D. Wilkins goose to hi.
aged mother, Mrs. L. 1. Wilkins, a
birthday dinuer, she being seventy-four
years of age. All of her Wilily were
there but one ROIL
Mr. C: E. Herris is violting relatives
iii the country.
Miss I la Johnoon il&A ere 'tett a com-
modious barn on his premises. Tim.
- _
'I'. I. N. C. id not a cure-atl, but •
quarter of a century of constant use has
demonstrated beyond question that
Tanner's Infallible Neuralgia Cure is
the only known infallible cure for all
kinds of neuralgia, and for nervous head-
eche. 50 ceehe per box. Mantifectured
by Ringuin Root Medicine Co., Nash-
ville, 'Fenn. Sold by all tirtiggisue
Fruit Hill Items.
FRUIT H ILL, Kr., Jan, 22 -Did you
ever before see the grimed so slick that
doge couldn't walk?
At a wedding in this neighborhood
on the 19.ii, ell the gueste had to walk
and J. W. Richielson borrowed a sled
atid pushed hid wife aiitl three daugh-
ters home on it, a distatioe of half a
W. D. Fergii -on, the °Meet men ill
this neighberhood, Mho* Mirgie Berry
anti L ong have all g otteti
falls, but none are eel-jowly hurt.
Mies Margie Berry rs viaiting her sis-
ter Mrs. Long.
Alex Long, who his been elm et an
invalid for a year, with riteumetisin, is
about well now.
I forgot to Rey diet we he! a nice time
at the wedding of T. J. West and Miss
Tennie Henderson.
Torn Richardson started to the post-
office the other day, but struck a rabbit
which led him to hio girl's house,
where lie put up for the night.
Clay Poweil charivaried 'I'. J. West
by hineiell Friday night. It was so
slick Die rest of the boys couldie't get
there. They say III my intend to have it
over. Miss MINULIC
Brace tp.
You are feeling depressed, yoor ap-
petite is poor, you are bothered with
Headache, you are fd Igetty, nervous,
and generally out of sorts, and want to
lirace up. Brace tip, but not with
stimulate:a, spriug medicines, or bitters,
which have for their basis very cheap,
bad whisky, mid which stimulate you
or an hour, and then leave you in
worse eondition than before. What you
want is an alterative that will purify
your blood, start healthy action of Liver
and Kidneys, restore your vitality, and
give reuewed health and strength.
Such a enedieine you will find in Elec-
tric Bitters, and °illy 50 cents a bottle at
Harry B. Garner'a City Pharmacy Drug
Store.
Fairview Notes.
F•titvizw, Kr., Jan. 25.-The Bap-
tist prayer-meeting has been changed
from Thursday to Wednesday evening.
'The Literau society met fur the first
time since the holidays at Mr. T. II.
Shaw's residence Friday evening.
A party consiating of Misses Willie
Ruseell, Sunlit Jessup, Nonnle Downer,
Katie Allen, L Mooeley awl Mr. and
Mrs. Willben Jeosup and Messrs. see
Dicken, Dixie Moseley and Dr. Brow-
der weiit to Nashville to hear Booth-
Barrett.
Miss Modelle Layne, whose-too t wa
atuputated recently, is Improving and
in a feir way to a complete recovery.
Mesero. II. 11. Layne and C. E. 'Tan-
dy left Tuesday morning for El PaSti,
'Frees.
Our young people indulged extensive-
ly In eleighieg during the recent (mow.
The new organ tor the Methodist
chetrch arrived last week 'The intedical
critics met at the church after-
noon to try It fetid they prououlice it to
be a etiperb iiietrument every reepect.
It gives entire mitlafaction and volume
an.I richness of tone is eqoil to a pipe
°igen.
Dr. E. S. Stuart Ilea purchatted a new
grand piano which of the finest qual-
ity. Its strains weed,' tavialt the soul
of a peri to lioten to
NIP AND TUCK
n the Children. They arc es-
46106‘.%-"-) pecially -1'liable to sudden
eCtoelds, Cwoueghgs,uaEri'ronuteep, WA'hcookepri,ting ECnogulgishh,
Remedy a positive cure. It naves
hoars of anxious watching. Sold by
H. B. (lasses.. II opkinsville, Ky.
An attempt was made to rob the Citi-
zen's fleasik at lemestock, Indian Ter ,
sterility. o''ouir ntiekeil men entered
the building, tie.utande.1 that the cashier
open the-doors id. !h.. vault, sed because
lie threw off the combination shot hint
They gee:tired about $3,200 from
the cash dresser awl melted to leave
when they acre confronted by a posse
of citizens alio hail been attracted by
the elide. A fight was begott, and one
of the robbers shot dead and four chi-
zeno %melded. 'The robbers then 11-d,
purotied hy the posoe, lie caught tie ni
ieg the day, suttee up the leader
and carried the other o to Fort Wieoli-
ea. All the 111011ey waa recovered!.
Positively the beot remedy ever die-
covered fur all dim-sere 01 man and
loesise that Cell tw reached by art xter-
na•dical appileation, is It inguin
Root Oh& trlii will r00-
viiice. ilatitifactiirted only by Itstiguin
Root Medicine Co , Tenn.
50 cents per bottle. For sale by all
druggieta.
At the meeting of the Weboter he-
[06,111 Society le soototi loot week,
!len. N. P. Bethke reepoilded to th
toast the 'Presidt tit and Die United
States." the couroe of his remarka
Gen. Banks eeidi: Jackson, Uncoils
Grant did in their own any %%hat they
believed to be right, b mine with
greater or more quiet firtneeoe than the
gentlemen who flow ails at the hea I of
our natienal affair's
1 heir lInsiness Booming.
PfOinlbly 110 one thing hied c mord
etich a gtmerml revival of trade at II t1 ry
B. Garner'a City Plierniacy drug store
as their giving away to their cuetomers
of so many free trial bottles of Dr.
Kilig'o New Diseovery for Coneintip-
tion. Their trade le siniply enormotte
In thio very valuable article from the
fact that it always cures and never ills-
appeinte. Coughe, Cobls, Aettim
Bronchitis, Croup, al d all throat and
lung diseases quickly cured. Every
bottle warranted. We. mid $1.00 per
bottle.
HOW DO WE DIG OUR GRAVES ?
We must eat or we eannot live.
This a!1 know. But do we all
know that we die by eating It is
said we dig our graves with our
teeth. How foolish this sounds.
Yet it is fearfully true. We are ter-
rified at the approach of the cholera
and yel fever, yet there is a die-
ease con.statitly fit our doors and in
our houses far more dangerous arid
destructive. Moet people have in
their own stomachs a poison, more
slow, but euite as fatal RR the germs
if those netlailies which sweep men
nto eternity by thouisande without
.varning in the times of great epi-
lemics. But it is a mercy that, if
we are watell!te, we can tell when
we aro thi eattned. The following
are among the symptoms, yet they
do not always necemouily appear in
'he Ramo older. nor are they always
11J same in different cases. There
s a dull and sleepy feeling; a bad
este in the esouth, especially in the
aerning; the appetite is change-
ible, sometimes poor and again it
seems RR though the patient could
not eat enough, and occasionally no
Appetite at all ; dullness and slug-
Tishneles of the mind; no ambition
to study or work ; more or lesa head-
.ehe and heaviness in the head ;
lizziness on lining to the feet or
elidderily ; furred and coat-
•d tongue; a sense of a load on the
tomach that nothing removes; hot
nd dry skin at times; yellow tinge
a the eyes; scanty and high-colored
trine; sour taste in the mouth, fre-
aently attended by palpitation of
'le heart ; impaired vision, with
pots that seem to be swimming in
lie air before the eyes; -a cough,
with a greenish-colored expect°.
.ation ; poor 'nights' rest ; a sticky
lane about the teeth and gums;
lands and feet cold and clammy ;
rritable temper and bowels bound
;p and costive. This disease hae
eizzled the physicians and still puz-
.1es them. It is the commonest of
dlinents and yet the most compli-
cated and mysterious. Sometimes
t is treated as consumption, some-
imes as liver complaint, and then
gain as rualaria and even keart (lia-
ise. lint its real nature) is that of
anstipatiou at: ldytiptpaia. It arises
the digitate° organs and soon
&eta ell the others through the
(irrupted and poisoned blood.
)ften the whole body- iueluding
!te nervous system-is literally
tareed, even when there is no
maciation to tell the sad story.
Expel ience has shown that there is
put ono remedy that can certainly
,eire this disease in all its stages.
-lamely, Shaker Extract of Roots or
Zither Seigel's Curative Syrup. It
laver fails but, neverthe'ess. no time
should be lost in trying other so-
called remediee. for they will do no
;clod. Get thin great vegetable
'reparation. (discovered by a t ener-
tble nurse whose name is a house-
liold word in Germany) and tie sure
to get the genuiee article.
GIVEN FP BY SEVEN DOCTORS.
Shaker Extract of Roote or Sei-
gel's Syrup hies raised me 1.9 good
health after se% en doctors liad given
me up to die with consuiliptime-
So writes R. F. Grace, Kirkman-
vile, Todd Co., Ky.
HEARD tur IT JCST WWII.
"I had been about ti%en up to
die with dysyersia when I first saw
the advertisement of Shaker Extract
of Roots or Seigel's Syrup. ANY
tieing four bottiea I wits able to at-
tend to my business RI4 well 118 ever.
I know of several eases of chills and
fever that have been cured by it."
So writes Mr. Thos. Pullutu, of Tay-
lor, Geneva Cea kla•
WORTE TIN DOLLARS A IICTTLE•
Mr. Thomas P. Evans, of the firm
of Evans ok Bro., Merehanta, Horn-
town. Aecomack Co., Va., writes
that lie heti been Ri it With digestive
iisorders for netey years and had
tiied nutex physiciaus and meth-
-ines without beuetit. He began to
Shaker Extitact of Routs or See
zel'e Syrup about the Ist of Jan.
1887, and was so inuell better
three weeks that he considered him-
self praetically a well man. He
adds: "I have at this time one bot-
tle on hand, and if I could not get
any more lemild not lake a ten
dollar bill for it."
All druggists, or Address A. J.
White, Limited. 54 Warren St. N.Y.
Falsbria Notes.
SALUBRIA, Jan. 24.-Rev. J. 31. Gill
of Elkton, preached at the Presbyterian
church Smithy. Owing to the disagree-
able weather he had a small audience.
Mr. Herman Graham of Pembroke,
pahlted our town red last Sunday In his
sleigh.
Miss Lizzie Morimn) is visiting friends
in Pembroke this week.
MIse Bettie [locker, after an exten-
sive visit to friends awl relatives of
your city, hao returned home, much to
the delight and joy of a eertain young
ruan, who for three weeks, hag been
quite melancholy.
Mr. Wolter Redford of the Pembroke
vichtity took in our town last Sunday
in a sleight. Come again Walter mid
lintel' that much mold Ipated but
blighted sleigh ride.
Messrs. Charleo Gardner fuel W. H
Sergeant are proppecting iii a large
crop this spring. 'We w loll them much
euccees.
Dr. O'Brien, %V. II. Sergeant, and D.
L. loteder, have challenged any one
who does het think they are the cham-
pion huntero ot the world. '1 hey Pay
the Dr. never was known to mks a rab-
bit head.
Mr. anil Mrs. Garth opent last
Wedneoday it) our tow
We would say to the Nuw Eke read-
er's that our wide awake correopondent
to the South Ketituckikin, hao assumed
our name (Pet) wider feloe pretense,
and in short, we did not write the letter
published a few weeks ago. l'kr.
When you feel depressed dou't dose
yourself with mean bitters. Hodges'
Sarsaparilla renovates and ihvigorates
the oystein, and curet; all diaeasee arioing
from an impure state of the blood.
$1 prr bottle, six bottles for $5. Man-
ufactured by Ringina It sat Medicine
Co., Naoliville, 'Penn. Sold by all
rugg lots.
The Governor to take His Time.
FR•S tiRT, Jen. 24.-Gov. Buck-
ner hao remoited the oenteliee of William
Patterson tor thirty days, Ili order that
lie may thoroughly examine the doc-
ument in the eiter filed by Mr.
to . he ie so occupied by the duties
of hio office and their connection ith
the legislettire that he can not properly
caul hie the papero, etc , that time, lie
a ill give Patterson another thirty days.
--es. _se es,-
Ileyes, who keeps a restaurant
In Nleriden, noiseed a $5 bill,
a li tile v. bile before he hail placed
in tlie misery drawer. Ile had been
standing by the drawer all the thne,
and was oure Diet no person heti had
opportunity to take it. Careful Ferrell
showed that a motel hail pulled the bill
througa a small opellieg in the back of
the dieser. The :money wad 101111i1 be-
llied Die big mirror over the counter.
I it Buenos Ayres there is a bank which
has a paid up capital of $57,000,000, de-
posal; of $35,000,000 and a line of dis-
count+ amounting to $00,000,000. The
Arlo ntine Republic Importe $50,000,000
worth of good., and oil tido sum the
United States gets only $5,000,000. 'floe
country is alreetly a powerful competi-
tor In the markets of the world for
ilreomil beef and wheat.
Deck hunter4 in Georgia report an
tuitional oupply of theee hien' tido fall.
Ward Allen killed over 700 in eight dam
and one day shot 150 by daylight and
forty by moonlight.
ALL BOSH.
A Former Kentuckian Says the Blizzard
Reports are False.
APPLEION, CL•RIS KA11., Jan.
24.-For the past twenty days the
blood-curdling odes and dispatches have
been flying ail oser the ['tilted States
proclaitithig to the world at large that
people in Ciark county were nerving
and fret zing to death by the hundred.,
and we were etirprised to see In the col-
eintle Ille New Ellt• an article headed
"Starved and Frozen. Terrible Suffer-
ing ot Kansa@ Farmers. Sixty Persons
Said to Have Perished In the Recent
Blizzards." Now, for the benefit of our
many (Heinle Uhrietlan and adjoining
comities In Kentucky we feel It to be pi
considerable importance to make known
to them tile tact* in this case. During
the past twenty days we have seen peo-
ple trout every part of Clark county and
several counties of the north and west
snd have not heard ot a single case of
freezing or starvation. We take both of
the Ashland papers and the Dodge City
papers gild teme tle record a single
case, alien two years ago they were
free to record the three deaths that oc-
cured within three miles of my home,
from tile most severe blizzard that ever
swept over the western part of the state.
There Was not a county in the south% est-
ern part of the state that did not record
the death of otie or more peuple from
freezing. We were in Ashland on De-
cember 28th and staid there over night,
and we are ultimately acquainted with
one-half of the people there. We found
nobody freezing, tior anyone starving,
nor did we hear of a hoopital there. It
is • fact that we had a little blizzard,
and at Appleton, twenty-five mile.
northwest of Ashland, the snow was on
an average of about six inches deep, and
at Ashland none at all. They were
herding cattle on the prairie. T. the
uninformed it would appear that Ode
part of the Sun-fiower State is a section
of God's forsaken domain, but how ri-
diculous and absurd It appears to thaw
who know better! Ford county has the
main line of the Atchison, 'Topeka &
Santa Fe the entire length of the eoun-
ty, and has had for fifteen years, and
the Rock Island Railroad to Dodge City ;
Ashland has the Southern Kansas Rail-
road, Appleton has the main line of the
Rock Island Railroad. That our people
are close run, and in some parts need
help we don't deny, but what part of
the United States are not the people in
the same circumstancee? alms
houses of some of the older states are
full of the unfortunates, and in many
inatancea additional quarters have been
added, while here those provisions have
not been made, as the west is on her
first feet, Clark county being three
years old next June. All these reports
of fret zing and starving In Kansas are
bosh, and sounds to our ears like the re-
ports of the negroes being bull-dozed in
the south. We have found men In
Kansas who could tell us that the ne-
groes were kept from the polls with
a shotgun down in Kentucky, but we
never heard of it, though we were
were raised there. JOHN H. Hem.
Read the teetituoniais of the many
who have used Ls-cu pi-a, and would
not now use anything else.
John Reed and Samuel Chinch, of
Oak Harbor, 0., rays Al an-a-lIn le the
only medicine that ever did them any
gn°d•
The virtue of Pe-ru-na ie shown in
the fact that it is equally efficacious in
all forms of diseage.
W. A. Long, the Steubenville, 0.,
druggist, says his customers think there
la nothing like Pe-ru na.
Croftoa Letter.
Ceorros, Kr., Jan. 19.-In my last I
wrote Mrs. John Ferrell, where you
make me eay John Ferrell.
Rev. Hutneey Earl, colored, and wire
disagreed to inch an extent that Rurneey
was taken charge of by officer Higgins
charged with breach of the peace. 1 he
comtuctiwealth charged him ten dollars
for the delectable pastime.
Revs. M. L. Pope and W. H. Engler
came here this week to assist Rev. S. L.
Gibb in conducting a meeting, but ow-
ing to bad weather the intention was
abandoned.
Several hogs have frozen to death
during the icy weather from their ina-
bility to extricate then-wives from
ditches and swags where they have
fallen.
The second session of Crofton Acade-
my began Wednesday with a large roll
of students and more to come in.
Mrs. Anna Jameson is vieiting her
sister, Mrs. Charley Malin, at Siaugh-
tersville thia week.
Henry Beadle, fireman of the L. &
N., is hotne with his family tide week.
Several amateur skaters here have de-
veloped into profeasionals. J. M. and
J. J. have improved rapidly. The for-
mer succesefully cute the letter ' 1" and
makes ttie dot with the back of his bead,
and the latter takes the area of the pond
by shooting one foot each way to the
outer edge at the same time making a
pivot of the terminus of the spinal col-
unIll.
A small tenement house belonging to
William Ferrell and occupied by Mr.
Blacliford, a bachelor, was burned down
here last night. Mr. Blachford wits
visiting some ef his friende in town
when the fire was discovered and it Is
presumed the fire caught from a defect
in the chimney. There wits inour
ance on the building. C A. B.
Ceorros, Jan. 22 -Louis Dunning,
living five miles from here, fell on the
ice last Friday dialocathig hid ehoulder
Owing to the ice it Was several hours
before a surgeon coukl be got to him.
Dr. Jackson flitally reset the diolocated
Ilrub. t to with considerable difficulty
and with great pain to the sufterer, te-
cause of the time intervening from the
accident to Dr. Jaciteon's arrival.
Charlie Grace was married to-day to
Miss Crick, datogliter of Gabe Crick, of
Stuart's precinct.
Hee Long'd baby, at Empire, died last
night of measles. There are several
new cares at that town.
Milton A. Littlefield, of your city,
county assessor, was here on biloiliess
yeeterday.
Ilenpy C. Cempbell, near ca-tiebury
eiturch, fell on the ice end au-trained
painful injurieo on the faee slid wrist
Friolay.
Prof. Shemin!, Rogero, who has been
teaching school in Miosouri, renamed
here lest Friday.
John Cross hes added hogshead-
making to his mill here. W. J. Albright
had cliarge of that depertinent.
C. A. B.
Stipelititehdent Elmer E. Wood of the
Catiantialiola Electric Light Works,
while walking home with a friend the
other night noticed that one of the Street
light.; was out. Supposhig the current
to be off he took hold of the wires and
fell to the ground deatl. The current I
WAS not off, and 'ongoing through tile !
body had killed him inetantly.
--was 
-tek
A prise tight occurred Stolidity mi the ,
outokirts of Brooklyn between Billy
Denim.). awl Simon Beseer alias Swipeo
the newoboy, t wo wellk mown feather
weights of New York City. Dempsy
was killed by a blow on the neck from
the haerio of his opponent. The latter
gave himself up and was taken to the
police station.
James Grinder, New York, while in a
hirtniken fit, attacked Isis it ife with ie
hatchet, and hiliicteti Direr severe
wetted!' t II her head FislieVIng lie hail
I
killed her, be ran out and three himself '
in front of an approaching train and
was Instantly killed.
MADE HIS LAST TURN.
IL Ossoe-elesee Three-card Mosta Mar and
Ili• Final Trick.
in the early days of the Colon and Cek
1-1-_,Pacific roads, says the Alta Cali-
'Ora, there was no more noted character
on tbe road than George Dural. Unlike
the najority of his companions, was in-
y•rietrif dressed in the latest feshion, and
possesled a b4arre nianner that enabled
hint to so muster as a jolly geod fellow,
entleman. At all events, he got
k on the thoroughbieds wher-
ever he t them. He diedrecently in St.
Louis, and one of his friend. who stood
over his coffin outlined his character in
the siniple sentence:
"He V' ILI a moute man from way back."
He was, indeed, and, perhaps, some-
thing more. Sharper and rambler as he
nos, be had generous inetils, and did
many a deed of goodness.
Union Pacific overland :an into CheraRVP4
It is told of him that one dayowLea
a poor emigrant woman got off the cars
with a dead child in her arms. She had
no money. The pathetic story of her mis-
fortune reached the ears of George Duval,
and, hastening to her relief, he furnished
the means for the little one's burial, and
then emptied hie pockets of greenbacks
lnto the woman's lap.
"I can get • raise in • day or two," ha
said, "and you are iu hard luck." And
not w•iting for thanks, he turned away.
This Is as the LT ieht side of his chareo-
ter. He had another that was not so at-
tractive. On one of his trips from Chey-
enne to Reno lie fell an with some gentle-
men from Roston, one of whom was • ten-
derfoot of pronounced t•pe. For some
reason George sidected the tenderfoot for
a victim. It nifty have been the inherent
wickedness of his heart, or it may have
been his love of fun. Any way, he at-
tached himself to the tenderfoot, who was
as denture as innocence itself, and filled
his •stonisbed ears with wonderful stories
of the rough West and its lawless ways.
"Do you know," he said, "1 had a cu-
rious experience on this road& few months
aga"
"Indeed:" interjected his friend.
"Yes; I fell in a a gang of sharpers,
who fleeced me out of several hundred
dollars."
They were alone in the smoking-room at
the time, and George determined to utilise
the opportunity. "You see," he contin-
ued, "they had a game they called three-
card monte, played. as the name implies,
with three cards. I have been trying ever
since to learn how it was done," and with
these words he produced three pieces of
pasteboard. -The trick consista in guess-
ing a certain card." And the trickster
manipulated the pasteboards.
"That ought not to be d fficult," sug-
gested the interested tenderfoot. "I think
I could pick out the card every time."
The fish was hooked. An hour after-
ward the red-headed raecal emerged from
the smoking-room with $1,0ed of the inno-
cent's money in his pockets.
It was on the Central Pacific that Duval
and the famous Canada Bill met for the
first time. They were each a prince in
their calling, and by a strange coinc.denoe
each had set down the other for • "suck-
er." Finally the gentleman from Canticle
opened his game, and Duval took in the
situation. He at once sat down opposite
the card manipulator and commenced
bettieg heavily. He p eked out the right
card every time. In a very few minutes
101,000 of the Canadian's money had passed
Intro his hands. By this time the dealer
felt convinced that he had encountered a
master in the business. But he was too
game to squeal.
"Wel 1, shall the game go on?" inquired
Duval.
"I think not," replied the rattled gam-
bler. "But I'll toll you what l'll do: I'll
put up the chain:lime:toe at Ilene if you'll
tell me your n•me."
"With pleasure. I'm George Duval."
"I thought so, by heavens, and I'm
Canada Bill."
The two sharpers, thus strangely met,
shook hands, and from that moment com-
menced a partnership that many a
deeced victim on the overland had reason
to remember. For years they followed
the Central and L'uion Pecific, making
thetr headquarterd by turns at Umahe,
Salt Lake, Reno and San Francisco.
Finally their depredations became ea
numerous and the complaints against
them so general that the very strictest
measures had to be taken by the railroad
lines to rid the cars of their presence. In
time they found their unlawful business
unprofitable, and finally abandoned It al•
together.
Duval went to St. Louis, Where he en-
gaged •n legitimate trade. But it Is said,
at times the love of adventure overcame
his reformation, and he would disappear
for weeks, to be heard of in some of the
Territories, where for a brief season he
plied his tricks and games on the foolish
and unwary.
if not •
in his a
.
Pension and Postoffiee.
WASHINGTON, Jan. 24.-Lucien R.
Pool has been appointed paitmever at
Bainbridge, Christian county. Calvin
W'. Meacham, Fruit Hill, has been re-
stored to the list and hie pension in-
creased.
A eixteen-year-old boy at Mi 1 Ileton
N. Y , made attenipts to wreck two
freight trains and a passenger train.
When caught and asked why lie did it
he gild he "wanted to see the cars pile
up."
---se-e• sew-
A Connecticut fernier, who died not
loug since, left among other property
$1,200 in silver. It was tnostly in half
dollars, all of old dates, many being of
the coinage of 1828 and the eerly thir-
ties.
on a tripod with a univeroal joint, works
very much like the Getting gun, and
will deliver 1,030shots a minute in any
direction-eidewaye, up, or down.
A Young Men's Christian Aesociation
hall; to cost over $25.000, is to be built
in Augusta, Ga.
AKIO
POWDER
Absolutely Pure.
This powder never varies. A marvel of pun-
y, strength and wholesomenees More econom•
ical than the ordinary kinds, and cannot hereto
in competition with the multitude of ow test,
short Weight alum or phosphate powders. Sold
• in ito'r•L BILKING POWDER I 0 , 106
Wail street, N. le
AtiGat Ro or
LINIMENT
CURES SPRAINS.BRUISES.RKLUMATIS/A
SOREJNROeT SPAN IN SPIINtRin613014E.
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100 '•
100
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This no e s, is anti er-elly seekeovei
deed o• 'wet and tnuat pusatlae re-lator .Ie. r.ssoir at.4 Emenst Anown•
ty. ea•dnesa,l,'1
trifIll 'Dyer, pf1_,0
les, Rad Ta: ie. Ir larrqW1
congas*, Offen aivei Pews= a.sd Nati
w compie.iion all as Jr by .
nagle witen aessil. It etuele
:he bloc fneetIone
eineng back, hahe • SOW Sheets.'
eitinat with re iv leo anti eigeraNdr:pleat to trite, and tbosio who have tete!
a i.bss.nd keen percept-Ws. apd
supremely ha
Li no z r, Outo, Oet.12,
Dr. B. P.Raremee & ec..-Cleutternen:
'tiod bless yen for Man-a-lin,• it has .to
ne more *mod kw I ,yepept thrn all I%
Ails I have ever taeen. it has regulle s
y Ilver, built up zr.y system, aad
wels work as root lar asclork-worke
J. W. CI.ALISON t
aresdy walk. I used Man-a-Itn, and ant
In the year 1184 I cease° hod that I cool(
low foe healthy as I i(ave ever been.
J OS PII AB, East Brady Pa. •
Hold by all druggie:s and dewiest
bottle, 6 for OAPs Set.d for Dr. Hart-,
mio's hook, fuser Life;" tient froc4
DIL S. B. HA MA:: &e0.,Colurnbnes.C.f
Pe-ru-na, Ban-a-en and 1.s-eti-pi are aoll
at Wholesale and Retail by
H. B. GARNER, Hopkinsville, Ky.
s •
CAPITAL PRIZE, S150,000.
We .10 hereby certify that we supervise tbe
•rrangements for all the Monthly sod Quar-
terly', Drawings of the Louisiana state Lot-
tery Company. suet's penein manage and con-
trol the DrawIndre henieel es, and that Messmer
are conducted wale honest), (airmen*, and In
117 faith toward all parties. and we authorise4VCompany to use this certificate, with fac-
studies of our signatures attache& to rts
teseementa."
Cosekinlsolonere.
We the underogned Banks and Bankers will
pay all Priers drawn in the Lonlelane estate
Lotteries which mai be presented at our coas-
ters
J. H. oGLEalRY,,
Pres. Louisiana Nallostal steak.
r. LANA11.1%,
Pres. Neale ill•tlenal Hank.
A.ISALIDIVIN„
Pres. new Orlean• National Massa.
CARL KOHN,
Pres. Union N motional ill•nit
WIIPMECEDENTEIM ATTRACTIONS
liver H•if • Melees Distrabu
LOUISIANA STATE LOTTERY CONPY
Incorporated in 1548 for SS years hy the I.egis-
hauler for Educational asd Charitable purposes
with • capital of 11,000,000-to wbich • reserve
fund of os er $660.0Uto tir• since Leen seeded.
By an overwhelming liepular rote Ine fran-
chise wasmade a part of the present State Cos-
sti tu tuns adopted December 1.1. A D. INT9.
The only Lottery ever votol on and endorsedby the people of any State.
/t never scales or postpones.
Its Grand Single Number Draw.
tags take place monthly. •nd the grand quar-
terly Doke :ego regularly v•ry three months(March, June ioptember and December,
A splendid opportunity to win fortune. end,
Orand Drawing, Class R, in the •cademy of
Music. New Orleans, Tuesday. ER. 75k,
11185-fUlth Monthly Drawing
CAPITAL ERIZE S150.060.
VereNotice- Tiekets,are Ten Dollars only.
Halves, $4. Fifths.. Tenths. $1.
LIFT or ?sires.
1 C•pital Prize of $ 50,000
I Grand •• of eteto0
1 *. of 11.1.000
I I.arge Prizes of 10.060
4 • 4.1100
fo Priseeof I,000
400
600
SOO
100
•PPROIIMATION ranks
too A ppr-rximation Prizes of lint
do wee
100 do do 100
1000 Terminal du
1,1714 prises amounting to
$160.0,11
0.600
20.000
'te000
Wes')
20.0De
11003
erii.000
te,000
Sleet*
130.e00
31.1.0u0
lo.0o0
SO .
Application for rates to dui» should be made
only to the °Mee of the Company in New Or.
lease.
For ft ether Information write egearlvii sing
full address. Pastel Note., Express mosey Or-ders,or Sew York Exchange in ordinary letter.
Currency by Express (at our expense ad-
dressed
M. A. DAUPHIN,
New Orleans, La..
or M. A. DAUPHIN,
Washington. D C
Addrese Registered Lettere to
NSW ORLEANS eATION AL BANK,
New Orleans. La.
aRndEzaHrlyEfihoBar,14,1RehaliTr geh ena
is a guarantee of alleolute fairness and integrity.
et ortatIsteheiredrae"ruarewnioeags,:cit
that the chancee are all equal, and that te. case
can poembly divine wh•t numbers will draw •
Prize.
me:MEMBER that the payment of Prizesis GUAIIANTEED MT FOUR Noe
TioNIAL HANES of New Orleans, and tbe
Ticket, are signed by the President of an In-
stitution. whose chartered rights, are recto ti is •
ed in the highest Court*: therefore. beware of
any Imitations or anOny nieus schemes.
name on a package of COFFEE is a
guarantee of excellence
ARIOSA
OOFFEE Is kept in all first-class
stores from the Atlantic to the Pacific.
COFFEE
is never good when exposed to the air.
Always buy 'leis I-rand in hermetically
sealed oNn POUND PACKAGES.
PROFESSIONAL CARDS.
PHI
111 r•110-111011. TH0a. W
last Dives
Cor Clay and 7th.
Drs. Fairletih
13117iimui
ger-021ce conor 6th and Mao
OEN
A. P. C A MPBELL,
DENTIST,
Hopkineville, K. nri.c y.
0113ne over ki. Frank!' some.
ATTORNEYS.
JOHN 1"141•ND JOHN TELAND,Ja.
THE FELANDS,
Attorneyn at Law,
Vis practice .r all the fb. nri• Cowl
-`th
Irtur Homer Rins-I'
Sod Intuky
11 0 PKIN SV ILLE, KY.
35th Year Sprieg Tema Begias
Tuesday5 January, 24. 1888.
A FULL CORPS OF PROFESSORS
AND TEACHERS IN ALL
DEPARTMENTS•
I 1../INIWA..E.,-E.411•h, Listin, Greek,
terendb, sod German
1 sciatica-Mental. Moral. and Pliestesl.
3. Emil %SIMI Se - Applied Mothenu tire.
4. 4 011)1E1141C- Colanwreial Law, Collfgaer -
coal Arithmetic, and Beek keeping. ' . .
S. Nom' so. Corlett -.11tooped. sepecielly.fcr the metruction of their w ISiexpect p.teaclij
-Theor) and 1 retiree of Teaching, Neemal
Me-thole Graded Isehoota. eLf tool Goeenriniest,
Ischoul Amusement,. Teacher's Institute*. etc.
a Plikrallistowf salt Pwilisitt 111tAIS al/-
Heading. spell ng, Writing, Geurraeley, At itio
Inelle, rte.
7. Mi'muu and Aar.
8. Two le  Sie 'trips-Emmy Read-
ies. Prelim:Ilion, Itscitation and Debating.
ii. Daily Meeting and Writine eeereiees for
pup . in All 'heist temente.
Is Weil the t olle ee elial'e lige. comparison
a ith soy other flisl-cless college or school
Monthly Reporla isent to parents Sin guardians
Both oore. setinitto1 te the study Hall and
Recitat ien Merano. Young lade.* hoard with
i the President In college butl.libir . '1' oung gen -
1 tleineti In private families. Pup ts satering
I echo.' on tee let of January Mee and reMg until the el..- e of the senators in Jareceive onc m..nth'. tem.'s' free. Tan
 . For further psi-tacit ar•. ra
Cir. a idnio J a/11We 11... %CORE
Creakiest.
Prof. M. L. LIPSCOMIll. V. P.,
A.J•11111.111113ar .l. 1 A 'Ws (11.1ele.
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